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PREAMBLE
Lahore Garrison University (LGU) is an internationally recognized institute of higher
education, research, outreach and advocacy. The Office of Research, Innovation and
Commercialization (ORIC) is a focal office of the university, which works for managing and
expanding the research programs and linking them with industry and civil society by
translating research outcomes into products and services. The ORIC also ensures that quality
of research should reflect the highest international educational and research standards
matching with the world’s best universities. The ORIC manages university rankings and
harnesses opportunities for hunting and diversifying research grants. The office promotes
faculty interaction for cutting edge multidisciplinary research and bringing research to public
benefit. The office facilitates and engages with the postgraduate students and faculty for
project proposal write-ups, budgetary planning, preparation of technical progress and
financial reports, internal and external monitoring, scholarly publications and patent
registration.
Under Academia Industry Linkages, the ORIC coordinates for national and international
internship of students, promotes entrepreneurship, technology transfer and product
commercialization, and organizes Business Plan Competitions to engage with industry and
enroll business startups.
The ORIC is also involved in outreach activities through technology display at various Expos
and relevant national forums. The Hi-Tech lab under ORIC provides diagnostic facilities to
the researchers and the civil society.
The ORIC has a range of responsibilities and achievements, and therefore a comprehensive
document pertaining to policies, procedures and SOPs would further improve the working. In
the following pages an effort has been made to enable the faculty, sponsors, reviewers and
other stakeholders to have instant guidelines for better execution and monitoring of research
projects.
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Chapter-1
1.1

Office of Research, Innovation &Commercialization
(ORIC)

Purpose of Establishment
To elevate the universities as community builders and promote knowledge based

economy, the HEC has given a new face to the Directorate of Research as Office of Research,
Innovation & Commercialization (ORIC). With the establishment of ORIC it is aimed to
channelize the postgraduate and funded research to innovation and commercialization. The
expanded role of ORIC demands new paths and activities with mission and objectives as
follows:

1.2

Mission
§

To develop, expand and manage the research programs and to link research activities
to the educational, social and economic priorities of the university and its broader
community.

§

ORIC is also responsible for assuring that the quality of research reflects the highest
international standards and advances the stature of the university among the world’s
best research institutions.

Vision
u To promote and strengthen research culture at Lahore Garrison University and link the
industry with university which would encourage and accelerate the process of creation and
diffusion of knowledge that would serve the objective of establishment of HEI.
u To promote high quality of research which classifies LGU as among the best research oriented
HEIs.
u To provide strategic and operational support to the LGU research activities/program, and to have
a central role in facilitating the LGU research outcomes.
u To strengthen university-industry linkage through ORIC.

u Providing support to the students and faculty in their research.
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Functions of ORIC
u Conduct two meetings a year with HEC.
u Identifying and informing the faculty about the research grants opportunities for them to apply
and then assist them in acquiring funds from international and national funding agencies.
u To keep track of all the researches carried out in the university by faculty and staff and then
commercialize the relevant research to reap maximum benefit for the industry and therefore
translating the research into the public benefit.
u To deal with plagiarism cases and to advance an anti-plagiarism culture via powerful software
for detecting plagiarism i.e. turnitin.
u Facilitating Conferences/ seminars/Symposium and workshops for the university’s students and
faculty
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GOALS
§
§
§
§
§

Publication of LGU Journals
Publication of Research Papers
Research Proposals and grants
Facilitating National/International Conferences/Workshops/Symposium
Participate & manage university rankings

§

Hunt, diversify & manage research grants

§

Manage cross-cutting and multi-disciplinary research

§

Provide system for Translation of research into the public benefit

§

Manage national & international internships

§

Strengthen Academia- Industry relationship

§

Promote entrepreneurship, technology transfer, commercialization

§

Engage with the community through outreach/exhibitions, diagnostics

§

Arrange business plan competitions

§

Promote business incubate and enroll startups

§

Facilitates interim placements, engage foreign faculty through various programs

LGU TARGETS 2018
1) Every faculty member will publish three research papers per year (2018) with
impact factor (HEC recognized or ISI indexed Journal).
2) Every M.Phil./MS/Ph.D. student/Scholar will publish one research paper per
year (2018) with impact factor (HEC recognized or ISI index Journal)
3) Holding of National and International conferences/Workshops/Symposium by
each faculty.
Total=1+1+1=3(per year) per faculty
4) Assistance and collaboration with LGU Journals
5) Nomination of Research coordinators from each department.
6) Collaboration with national and international donor agencies.
(ORIC and Respective Dean)
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7) Industry academia linkages (National and International).

Calendar for Faculty of Basic Sciences (per month)
Sr. No.

Faculty Member/Name

Research Project/
Title

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1
0

Timeline
Jan-March

Calendar for Faculty of Computer Sciences (per month)
Sr.No.

Faculty Member/Name

Research Project/
Title

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1
1

Timeline
Jan-March

Calendar for Faculty of Social Sciences (per month)
Sr.No.

Faculty Member/Name

Research Project/
Title

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1
2

Timeline
Jan-March

Calendar for Faculty of Languages (per month)
Sr.No.

Faculty Member/Name

Research Project/
Title

Timeline
Jan-March

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

NOTE (same pattern will be followed for next two quarters)
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Summary
The Office of Research, Innovation & Commercialization (ORIC) at LGU looks for
the opportunities and markets the strengths of the university faculty for resource mobilization
and conducting multi-disciplinary research. To cater the needs of the society in general &
farming community in particular, ORIC coordinates and facilitates to harness innovative ideas
leading to commercialization and entrepreneurial growth. A summary of the assignments and
initiatives taken up at ORIC are presentedhereafter.
Investment in research has great impact for fostering innovations which lead to
promote knowledge based economies. The faculty at LGU has gained momentum for hunting
national and international grants on competitive basis. In addition to knowledge and
technology development, the research grants, competitively earned by the faculty, support
postgraduate studies, expand laboratories and equipment facilities, sponsor students and
strengthen research communication and outreach activities. The indirect cost received through
these grants helps in meeting recurring cost and to extend small grants for innovative res.,
technology displays and business start-ups.

Sponsoring Agencies
The ORIC makes consistent efforts to diversify and expand resource base. The current
major sponsors of the research and capacity building projects at LGU include:
a. Higher Education Commission(HEC)
b. Pakistan Science Foundation(PSF)
c. Pakistan Agricultural Research Council (PARC)/Agricultural Linkages Program
(ALP)
d.

Pakistan Academy of Sciences(PAS),

e. FDTTPC Endowment FundSecretariat,
f. Punjab Irrigation & Drainage Authority(PIDA),
g. ICT - R&D Fund, Ministry of Science and Technology(MoST),
h. Govt. of the Punjab,
i. Punjab Agricultural Research Board(PARB),
j. International Foundation for Science(IFS),
1
4

k. PAK-US Science & Technology CooperationProgram,

1
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Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research(ACIAR),
l. International Livestock Research Institute(ILRI),
m. German Academic Exchange Service(DAAD),
n. International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) – Pakistan Strategy Support
Program(PSSP),
o. AUSAID,
p. USDA, Foreign Agriculture Service,
q. USAID,
r. South Asian Network for Development and Environmental Economics,
(SANDEE) South Asia Network for Economic Institutes(SANEI),
s. Cereal System Initiative in South Asia(CSISA),
t. United Nation Industrial Development Organization(UNIDO),
u. Grand ChallengesCanada,
v. Centre for Environmental Risk Assessment(CERA),
w. UK-AID,
x. COMSTECH-TWAS Joint Research Grant Program, Turkish International
Cooperation Agency(TIKA),
The enhanced persuasion and facilitation from ORIC and increase in the number of
TTS faculty have led to overwhelming grant applications and success rate in various CGS
systems. The ORIC also facilitates the faculty to seek grants for organizing seminars /
workshops / conferences / symposia, grants for repair & maintenance of equipment, grants for
upgrading of libraries, grants for scientific journals & travel grants from the diversified
sources and sponsoring agencies.

1
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Scholarships
Higher Education Commission (HEC) has created a visible impact in the capacity
building of the talented resource poor students living in remote areas of Pakistan. It has been
appropriately realized that promotion of talent, access to education and scholarship are the
primary elements of a farsighted policy leading to progress, development, prosperity and
social integration. The HEC scholars after completing PhDs are now being inducted into the
universities

under

Tenure

Track

in

private

1
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sector

with

market

based

salary

Packages. The graduates of LGU get maximum scholarships in different competitive
scholarships schemes. These are: i.

Merit Scholarships for PhD studies in Sci. & Tech. (200Scholarships),

ii.

Development of S&T Manpower through Indigenous PhD (300Scholarship),

iii.

Scholarship for Ph.D. Studies in Social Science, Arts &Humanities,

iv.

5000 Indigenous Ph.D. Fellowship Program, Ph.D. Scholarship Program Phase II
Batch-I2012,

v.

International Research Support Initiative Program(IRSIP).
In addition to the HEC funded scholarships, the ORIC also manages MS and PhD

International Scholarship sponsored by DAAD under the International Centre for
Development and Decent Work (ICDD) program. Along with Interim Placement of Foreign
Ph.D. (IFPF), the services of foreign faculty sponsored from President’s Program for Care of
Highly Qualified Overseas Pakistanis (PPQP), Visiting Scholar Program and Foreign Faculty
Hiring Program are also being utilized through ORIC.

Business Incubation
The ORIC also tries to translate the research findings of LGU scientists / researchers
into new products & technologies through Business Incubation Centre (BIC) by creating a
congenial environment for entrepreneurship.

Outreach Activities
Research commercialization, Technology Transfer and Outreach activities are carried
out through Exhibitions, Festivals, Kisan Conventions, Business Plan Competitions,
Showcasing of Technologies, incubation of Startups and fledgling companies, providing
consultancies for agricultural land development, product commercialization and registration
of patents under IP policy to promote entrepreneurship culture. Business Incubation Center
(BIC) is dedicatedly tasked to develop a mindset of faculty and students regarding innovation
and commercialization. Saturday outreach and internship is mandatory for the faculty and the
students, respectively. Along with regular internship, special yield maximization, Dengue
Eradication / Awareness and Technology Transfer Campaigns/ Events are a regular feature of
outreach activities. The Government of the Punjab has launched a special program “Punjab
Youth Internship Program” in which professional degree/diploma holders are engaged in the
relevantactivitiesthroughORIC.
10

Chapter-2
2.1

Competitive and CommissionedProjects

Overview
Lahore Garrison University LGU has developed a system through Office of Research,

Innovation and Commercialization (ORIC) that all calls for proposals are delivered to the
individual faculty members, instantly, through emails. In many cases interdisciplinary teams
are invited to submit collaborative proposals. All proposals are routed through ORIC and
when funded (National /International) the agreements are signed by the Vice Chancellor and
ORIC maintains the log as separate file for each project.
All funding is made in the name of the university and not in the name of any
individual or institute or department or sub-campus and the Treasurer’s office maintains the
accounts. No official solicitation by the university Faculty/Staff to carry out research or any
other sponsored activity such as training, outreach event, consultancy, public service
programs or special projects are made without prior approval of the competent authority or an
authorized officer designated for thepurpose.

2.2

Who could be a Principal Investigator, Project Manager, Team Leaderetc
The LGU faculty members (Part Time, Full Time, BPS, TTS, Adhoc, Contract etc.),

receiving any part of their salary through the university or use any university resources or
facilities, can submit research proposals as Principal Investigator (PI), Project Manager (PM),
Team Leader (TL) through ORIC. The ORIC ensures that all externally and internally funded
research projects executed by university faculty members or with the use of university
resources or facilities complies with the relevant university policies, decisions and guidelines
issued from time to time. The staff at ORIC assist the faculty and funding agency with
questions/queries relating to university policies and proposal preparation. The quality research
demands adherence to integrity in proposing, executing and finalization of outcomes and
ORIC makes all possible efforts to meet these parameters.
The Principal Investigator (PI), Project Manager (PM), Team Leader (TL) (as
specified by various funding agencies) is responsible for the design, scientific conduct,
administrative conduct and reporting of a research, training / community service, consultancy,
commercialization or technology transfer project, funded by any sponsoring agency. The CoPrincipal Investigator (Co-PI) complements the project activities. The PI exercises the
financial powers as delegated by the university authorities from time to time. The PI
11

Personally participates in the project activities to a significant degree and dedicates time in
percentage for the project activity. The P.I. exercises the financial powers and in the absence
of P.I. the financial management is delegated to Co-P.I. with the approval of the Vice
Chancellor.

2.3

Preparing, submitting and processing ofProposals
The call for proposals from any national and international funding agency is circulated

through email among the faculty members of LGU. The Faculty members prepare the
proposal and budget estimates on the prescribed format and submit to ORIC. A preliminary
scrutiny/review is carried out at ORIC and after incorporating the suggested changes, the
proposal is processed for signatures of the Vice Chancellor on the proposal & seeking
approval for submitting the proposal to funding agency. Singed research project proposals are
sent to funding agency for further processing through a covering letter from Director, ORIC.
Copy of this letter is also sent to Faculty member/Principal Investigator for information. The
funding agency sends acknowledgement and initiates the review process by the experts. The
expert may recommend the proposal as such or with major or minor revision or may reject the
proposal, which is communicated to the proposer and ORIC also. In case the project is
recommended the comments/ changes suggested by the reviewers are communicated for
revision and the P.I. re-submits the revised proposal after getting fresh endorsement from the
Vice Chancellor throughORIC.
As project is approved, an approval letter is issued from funding agency along with the
copy of agreement which has to be signed by the Project Investigator and worthy Vice
Chancellor. After endorsing his signatures, the P.I. submits the agreement for the signatures of
the worthy Vice Chancellor and it is then sent to the sponsoring agency for release of project
funds. The P.I. then requests the Treasurer’s Office for opening of a Bank Account. A bank
account is opened by the Treasurer Office and information is sent to the funding agency and
the P.I. First installment is released from funding agency and cheque is received in Treasurer
Office. Cheque is submitted in bank account by the Treasurer Office and is notified to the
Principal Investigator and ORIC.
After completing the one year of project execution, Principal Investigator prepares
annual technical and financial report on prescribed format of funding agency and submits to
funding agency and a copy is also received in ORIC. The request for 1st year honorarium is
submitted to Registrar’ Office by Principal Investigator. The Registrar’s Office forwards
12

the request of Principal Investigator to ORIC for comments. The ORIC resubmits the request
to Registrar’s Office after checking that reports for 1st year has submitted or not, overhead
charges paid or not same is for 2nd or 3rd year cases of honorarium.
Due to some reasons, if there is any delay to complete the project activities, a request
for extension in project life is sent to funding agency by Principal Investigator through ORIC,
funding agency extends the project life for a specified period without any financial liability.
After evaluation of final reports, ORIC allows to utilize the amount of honorarium as final
payment by Principal Investigator and Co- Principal Investigator.
After successful completion of the project, the permanent items purchased out of the
project funds are ensured by PI to transfer to department/institute with proper documentation/
stock entries.

Responsibilities of PI, Co-PI, PM,TL
The PI/Co-PI/PM/TL prepares the estimated budget and justification for the project
activities. The budget must be in accordance with allowable costing principles of the expected
donor and the university.
Ø The PI has the liberty for modest amendment in the proposed budget before final
approval. However, the PI is not allowed for any budget re-appropriation without prior
permission of the funding agency after approval of theproject.
Ø The PI/PM/TL is bound to follow the time frame as committed in the project
document unless special permission is granted by the funding agency with logical
reasons for a specific period to meet the milestones.
Ø The PI/PM/TL is not allowed any spending prior to an award. However, when project
is awarded but funding is delayed, loan may be requested from the university through
ORIC to kick start theproject.
Ø The PI/PM/TL is not allowed to use funds after the termination of the project. If any
project activity is pending due to one or the other reason, special request is sent to the
funding agency through ORIC for extension of the project t duration without any
financial liabilities to complete thetask.
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Ø It is mandatory for the PI/PM/TL to document project income (fee from services
performed, fee collected from registration for Conferences/Workshop/Seminar/
Symposia or income generated from sale of the product developed with the project
funds and expenses for onward sending to the sponsoring agency, if required under the
agreement along-with financial report of the project dully signed by the Treasurer’s
Office. If there is no proper arrangement for accounting the project income in the
project document, request for special arrangements is routed through ORIC for doing
the needful by the Treasurer’sOffice.
Ø The PI/PM/TL is bound to follow the SOPs notified by ORIC/University authorities
after seeking approval from the competentauthority.
•

The appointment of Research Officer/Research Associate/Research Assistant/
Research Fellow as provided in theprojectdocument.

•

Annex-I

For hiring of vehicle for tours in connection with the project activities expenses
will be met out the funds provided in the projectdocument.

•

The PI/PM/TL is to follow the Traveling Allowance (TA) and Daily Allowance
(DA) rules/SOPs for charging TA/DA for him/her and for research staff as
prescribed under the rules/SOPs. Expenses of TA/DA for the project team will be
met out of the funds provided in the project document. The PI/PM/TL is not
allowed to exceed the funds allocated in the project document for these purposes.
Annex-II, III, IV

2.4

ResearchMisconduct
The reporting of fake/ manipulated data or results, falsifying research materials,

equipment, and processes, use of data, ideas, text, pictures without permission and giving
appropriate credit to the source will be considered as research misconduct. Such misconduct
is handled by the Ethics Committee or other special committee constituted for this purpose by
the competentauthority.

2.5

Conflict ofInterest
The PI//PM/TL is prohibited to engage in any activity that creates a conflict of interest

i.e. salary or other payments/ gifts received for services, ownership, equity interests and
intellectual property rights, such as patents, copyrights and royalties from the rights, other
thanroyaltiesreceivedthroughtheuniversity.IfsuchasituationarisestheORICfollowing
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the university rules and regulations probes in, report to the authorities, and resolve the issue as
per agreed terms and conditions.

2.6

UniversityLogo
The PI before using the university name or logo will have to follow the standing

instructions for this purpose. For example, for the sale of any product developed/
manufactured out of the project funds, or issuance of certificate/ shields with university logo
to the participants of the Workshop/Seminar/Conference/Symposia organized from the project
funds, prior approval from the competent authority through ORIC is mandatory. The ORIC
through all possible means, will facilitate to organize such events in befittingmanner.

2.7

Timelyresponse
The PI/PM/TL after the award of the project is bound to respond to all the

quires/letters issued by ORIC or funding agency well in time. The PI/PM/TL is responsible
for submission of quarterly, six monthly, yearly or final technical reports to the funding
agency, as desired, through ORIC. He/she is also bound for extending cooperation with
internal or external monitoring teams and to communicate the outcomes with ORIC and
fundingagency.
The PI/PM/TL is to submit final reports to ORIC as well as the funding agency,
comprising of any new technology developed with the support of the award by the funding
agency so that it may be shared with Business Incubation Center (BIC) or Technology
Transfer and Product Commercialization components of Endowment Fund Secretariat (EFS)
for commercialization and Outreach.

2.8

Inventoryreport
The PI/PM/TL, after the successful completion of the project is to submit permanent

items/equipment inventory report (with complete detail of permanent items/equipment
purchased out of the project funds, cost, date of purchase, workability, No. of units, etc) to
ORIC for seeking consent of the funding agency for transferring of the permanent items to the
his/her department/ institute. After receiving consent from the funding agency permanent
items, purchased out of the project funds are transferred to the department/ institute and the
entry record on the stock register is sent to the ORIC and is made part of the project file.
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2.9

Un-spent funds after Termination ofProject
The PI/PM/TL is not authorized to utilize/spend project funds afterthe termination

/expiry of the project life. He/she will request the Treasurer to transfer the unspent balance in
favour of the funding agency. The ORIC the settling of financial obligations and pendency in
this respect is not appreciated.

2.10

Policy forPurchase
All purchases are made following rules and rates prescribed by the university

(following PPRA Rules, Govt. of the Punjab) through Directorate of Procurement and
Inventory Control. Any payment in violation of standing instructions is not processed.
Membership & subscription fees needed by the PI/PM/TL for attending a professional
technical meeting related to funded project, is allowed provided it is specifically budgeted and
provided in the project document. The PI is to follow the rules and regulations of the funding
agency and standing instructions/purchase policy of the university (regarding registered firms
with NTN, Sale Tax number, Contract rates specified for the special items) before purchase
of any permanent and consumable items, and hiring of contract/contingent staff or hiring of
studentsetc.

2.11

CostSharing
The PI/PM/TL should mention any “cost sharing” (the portion of project expenses

borne by the university, not by the funding agency) in the project document. The cost sharing
would be mandatory, where the university must contribute towards the project otherwise
funding agency will not award the project or voluntary, which is identified in the proposal for
which funding is not being requested from the funding agency. Matching grant is a
requirement that grant funds be matched in some proportion by the grant recipient and the
university may offer matching grant when it is a condition of receiving an award.

3 Timesharing
If salary or some part of the salary is charged out of the project funds, the PI/PM/TL will
document the time spent by him/her or any of the project staff for the project activities,
which is duly certified by the competent authority. Time spent in the project is expressed
as a percentage of the total time on all work related activities. The PI will request to ORIC
and case will be processed for certificate by the VC / Competent Authority accordingly
for onward submission to concerned fundingagency.
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4 Obligations for handling Human and AnimalSubjects
The PI will follow legal and ethical obligations to ensure that human and animal subjects
(including new drugs, medical, radiological engineering, physiological, behavioral,
sociological and nutritional studies involving human tissues or blood, as well as images,
questionnaires, interviews etc) are treated responsibly. The PI/PM/TL requests to ORIC
for seeking approval from the Competent Authority, with the assurance that on-line
training/courses have been successfully completed by him/herself, Co-Principal
Investigators(s), student investigator, study coordinator, visiting scientists of the project,
consultant, lab-technicians, lab- assistants who will direct contact with human or animal
subjects of the research. The training will be renewed as and when determined by IBC.
The PI/PM/TL is responsible for ensuring compliance with training requirements (BioSafety Protocol for Human/Animal byIBC).
The PI, Co-PI, project staff, students attached with the project activities, laboratory staff
etc. will follow the “Bio-Safety Protocol” prescribed by Institutional Bio-Safety
Committee (IBC) after seeking the approval from the competent forums. For this purpose
all the research staff will have to pass on-line Bio-Safety Exam, available on
(www.uaf.edu.pk) the courses have been designed separately for Plant Sci. and Animal
Sci. The PI/PM/TL will be responsible for the strict compliance/implementation of this
protocol as mentioned in the online course.

5 Monitoring andEvaluation
The staff at ORIC coordinates and facilitates the monitoring teams constituted by the
sponsoring agencies for LGU projects. The PI is bound to answer all the queries raised by
the monitoring team(s) regarding timely achievement of the time bound targets. The ORIC
makes efforts to resolve the issue(s) during the project execution or during the visit of
monitoring team(s). In addition, ORIC has started Internal Monitoring and Evaluation of
the projects through its own staff.
1. The ORIC staff will write a letter to remind the PI for submission of reports 4 weeks
ahead of due date for submission of technical and financial reports and will follow up
to ensure timely submission ofreports.
2. Director ORIC will endorse his comments on quality and achieved targets of the
projects within the given timelines, before sending the reports to the fundingagencies.
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3. Honorarium to the PI will be admissible on successful completion of the project
following the SOPs of the fundingagency.
4. The PI will submit a Procurement Plan to Directorate of Procurement and Inventory
Control (DPIC) and the DPIC will ensure that ORIC is represented in

the

procurement.
5. The staff at ORIC would give random and structured monitoring checks to project
activities anddocuments.

6 Documentation of theProject
It is mandatory for the Principal Investigator (PI) to correspond with the sponsoring
agency through ORIC. ORIC has established a Data Management Unit for each and every
activity carried out at ORIC and data log for the project (On-going, Submitted or
Completed) progress and any correspondence is maintained in the form of file and
computerized data base (Micro Soft Access/Specialized Software). The PI provides all the
relevant information (extension in the project life, termination of the project etc.) to ORIC
well intime.

7 Remuneration/ Honorarium to the ProjectTeam
Remuneration/honorarium to will be admissible on the recommendation of Director ORIC
when funds are provided in the budget of the approved project, satisfactory reports is
received from the funding agency on the Technical and Audit Reports, overhead charges
are paid to the university. After completion of each project year and completion of the
explained checks, the P.I./PM/TL applies for the grant of remuneration/honorarium, which
is notified after recommendation of Director ORIC and approval from the Vice
Chancellor. The final year remuneration/honorarium is recommended on the production of
documentary evidence that unspent balance has been refunded to the funding agency and
permanent items have been transferred to the Department/ Institute through stock entries
and there is no pending issue with the sponsoringagency.
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Chapter-3
3.1

Policies, Procedures &Guidelines

Policy forBio-safety
In terms of section 8 of the Pakistan Bio-Safety rules 2005, notified vide No. S.R.O.

(I) 336 (1) 2005 dated: 21-4-2005, the competent authority (VC /Chairman IBC) has
constituted an institutional Bio-Safety Committee (IBC) to perform the functions as laid down
under section 9 of the Pakistan Bio-Safety Rules, 2005.
The IBC has recommended general Bio-Safety Protocol (Annex-VI) for the researcher
and all PIs, Co-PIs students, project staff, lab. Technicians with other researchers or students
dealing with biological agents will follow the legal procedures of registration and licensing
for handling the biological material or import/export of material (export control Act-2004).
The PIs are to seek permission from IBC through ORIC to initiate work on Genetically
Modified Organisms (GMOs)/transgenic plants. The ORIC also assist the PIs to respond to
any funding agency ensuring the implementation of national bio-safety guidelines and
availability of bio-safety/bio-security facilities at LGU as specified under bio-safety rules
2005(SRO-336(1)2005).

3.2

Sub-awardPolicy
If the PI/PM/TL is the prime recipient of the project and a part of the project is to be

carried out at other institute with the collaboration of the scientist(s) over there, the subrecipient can receive funding in the form of a sub-award from the prime award. The
PI/PM/TL will mention in the project document and decide the share for sub-award before the
approval of the project. The PI/PM/TL will ensure in the project document that sub-recipient
must comply with all terms and conditions of the Donor agency/parent institute of the PI with
prime award. The PI/PM/TL of prime award will ensure and manage timely submission of
reports and response from the recipient ofsub-award.
Likewise a faculty member at LGU could be a sub-awardee with other organization.
Under both situations a separate agreement is executive with clear scope of work, budget and
time lines.
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3.3

Policy for HEC Approved Ph.D.Supervisors
The faculty members are encouraged to register as HEC approved PhD supervisors to

become eligible for supervising HEC Scholars under Indigenous Fellowship Programs. The
PhD faculty members apply on prescribed proforma and submit two copies in hard form after
getting endorsements from Director/Chairman and Dean of the Faculty. After preliminary
examining at ORIC, the application is submitted to HEC by ORIC and applicant sends soft
copy to the concerned office at HEC. The faculty members can apply throughout the year
under this program. When an applicant is selected as HEC approved supervisor, the HEC
sends him/her an acknowledgement letter and upload the name at HEC website. Using the pin
code provided by HEC, HEC approved Ph.D. supervisor will update his/her status on the HEC
website from time to time.
The HEC Fellowship awardees must be supervised by the HEC approved supervisors.
An approved supervisor is solely responsible for the performance, attendance and building
capacity for research of the scholar. He/she will report to HEC and ORIC as and when
required. No request of the scholar is entertained without the consent of the supervisor.

3.4

Policy Guidelines for Submission of ResearchPublications
For the research findings to be published in the scientific journal of well repute, ORIC
has devised the following mechanism.
·

All faculty members at home and abroad may be directed to show affiliation to
LGU in theirpublications.

·

No research publications (Research Paper, Book or Book Chapter, Technical
Report Lab. Manual, Monograph, Articles, Abstracts, Proceedings, Paper
presented in conferences and oral presentations etc.) would be credited to faculty
members unless it is registered at ORIC with a specifiednumber.

·

The ORIC will scrutinize the research manuscript to verify at least two citations of
LGU journals, particularly Pakistan Journal of Agri. Sciences(PJAS).

·

Office of Research, Innovation and Commercialization (ORIC) has started issuing
publication registration number w.e.f. Jan. 01, 2015 through the email address,
oric.database@lgu.edu.pk. Kindly send your manuscript at the given email and get
the response (publication registration number) on the sameday.(Annex-XXXVIII)
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3.5

Policy guidelines for availing TravelGrants
· The requests for travel grants to various funding agencies to present the work in
international conferences are processed throughORIC.
· From the previous record maintained at ORIC, it is verified that the applicant is not
proceeding abroad more than twice ayear.
· For oral presentation before submitting the case to the funding agency, the following
documents are ensured by ORIC to be attached with theapplication:
1.

Acceptance letter by the host institute/organizer for oralpresentation

2.

Full length paper with plagiarism report by QEC,LGU

3.

Soft copy of the paper to bepresented

4.

Sign and stamp from head of thedepartment/institute

5.

Brief CV of thepresenter

· If all the relevant documents are attached according to the funding agency
requirements, case is sent to the Vice Chancellor for seeking permission for onward
submission.
· After approval from the Vice Chancellor, a letter is sent to the funding agency along
with all the relevant documents attached by theapplicant.
· The applicant as well as head of the department/institute is also informedaccordingly.
· After successful completion of the tour, a task completion report is requested from the
recipient for onward submission to the funding agency and for ORICrecord.

3.6

Policy for Procurement & InventoryManagement
All purchases are made following rules and rates prescribed by the university

(following PPRA Rules, Govt. of the Punjab) through Directorate of Procurement and
Inventory Control. Any payment in violation of standing instructions is not processed.
Membership & subscription fees needed by the PI/PM/TL for attending a professional
technical meeting related to funded project, is allowed provided it is specifically budgeted and
provided in the project document. The PI is to follow the rules and regulations of the funding
agency and standing instructions/purchase policy of the university (regarding registered firms
with NTN, Sale Tax number, Contract rates specified for the special items) before purchase
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of any permanent and consumable items, and hiring of contract/contingent staff or hiring of
students etc.

3.7

Policies and Procedure for HEC Funded IndigenesScholarships
·

HEC announces the call for Indigenous Ph.D. Fellowship Program through
advertisement.

·

The interested students apply online independently (Annex-XXXI, XXXII,
XXXIII).

·

HEC announces the result of scholarship and list of scholarship awardees is
displayed on HECwebsite

·

HEC issues debit advices to the students and send their cheques of first installment
toLGU

·

The Treasurer Office, LGU sends information to ORIC with dates, duration and
amount ofcheques.

·

The student submits the debit advice to ORIC for the release of his/herinstallment.

·

ORIC notifies the installment of student after checking the status of installment
received

·

On the completion of one year, students submit their progress and funds utilization
reports to ORIC through their supervisors and Chairpersons/Directors, which are
forwarded toHEC

·

HEC evaluates their reports and release their next installment, which is processed
accordingly.

·

On successfully defending their synopsis and thesis, the supervisors of the students
apply for honorarium, which are forwarded to HEC after monitoring the reports
andnotifications

·

On completion of PhD, completion report with thesis is forwarded toHEC.

·

If student faces any problem to complete his/her PhD on time, then he/she applies
for extension, which is processed after checking the status ofresearch.

·

IRSIP trainings of HEC scholarship awardees students are also processed through
ORIC.
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3.8

Guidelines Organize Seminar, Workshop, Conference andSymposia
Different funding agencies provide financial support to conduct seminar / workshops/

symposia/conferences, the request for funding is floated by the faculty member/organizer on
the prescribed proforma and after seeking approval from the Vice Chancellor, the case is sent
to the funding agency by ORIC.
After the receipt of funds, the applicants are informed accordingly by ORIC. He/She
operates /utilizes funds with the intimation to ORIC and copy of fund utilization report is
submitted at ORIC for record and for onward submission to the funding agency.
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Chapter-4
4.1

PatentRegistration

Procedure for Filing aPatent
For getting patent number form IPO Pakistan, the scientist /inventor has to attach the

following documents:
•

Form P-1, Form P-3& Form P-3A while officer at IPR Desk, LGU will ensure the
attachment/ complete filling of the forms and facilitate the scientist/inventor (if
needed).Annex-XXIV,XXV,XXVI,XXVII

•

Proper explanation of invention or new innovation needs to be clearly defined and
each claim is to be defined in a singlesentence.

•

Abstract contains a concise summary of theinvention/innovation.

•

Drawings relevant to the invention/innovation are filedseparately.

•

Signature of the inventor/scientist is needed at P-1 form and at the last page of the
submitteddocuments.

•

After fulfilling all the requirements, a letter is written to the Treasurer, LGU for
issuance of bank draft Rs. 4500/ in the favor of Director General IPO Pakistan and
case is sent to IPO Lahore forexamination.

•

If there is any observation/objections by IPO Lahore, the same is communicated to the
scientist/inventor by IPR-ORIC for clarification/ rectification and after making
necessary corrections/rectifications, the case is resubmitted to IPO Lahore on Form P17

•

After fulfilling all the codal formalities, a provisional patent number is issued to the
scientist against his/herinnovation/product.

4.2

How to Write aPatent:
•

PI & P3 forms will be filled by inventor for patent registration.Annex-XXIV,XXV
(Forms are available at www.lgu.edu.pk )

•

Submit two hard copies of each patent along with soft copy of patent draftingat
Business Incubator Center (BIC)/ORIC IPROffice.

•

Patent registration fee is Rs. 4500/- for each patent. In case of LGU employee, this
fee will be paid by the IP office LGU.
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•

First page of application will comprise, Title of the Innovation and name of Inventor
(more than one inventor is possible). Second page will comprise, Abstract/ concise
summary of the innovation/innovative ideas, third page will comprise the objectiveof
the innovation/ innovative ideas while fourth page will comprise. Field of innovation,
background and detailed description of theinnovation

•

Separate page will comprise the claim of theinnovation

•

Separate page will comprise drawing (pictures with brief description of eachpicture)

•

Separate page will comprise references. (Each page must be numbered at thebottom)
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Chapter-5
5.1

Intellectual Property (IP)Policy

Introduction
This policy provides guidance for staff (academic and general), students, researchers

and other related persons on the practices of the Lahore Garrison University (LGU) with
respect to Intellectual Property (IP). This document describes basis of generating this policy,
objectives, coverage, ownership, disclosure, market evaluation, licensing, commercialization
and revenue distribution.
In the past, economic development was seen in terms of the struggle for controlling
land and natural resources as well as market and raw materials. The trend has changed now
and the focus is turning towards preserving exclusive rights on new ideas, innovations and
inventions. This is creating and stimulating a need for documenting Intellectual Property
Rights. Universities in the developed countries are becoming more informed on Intellectual
Property Rights, whereas universities in developing countries and their staff have been losing
this opportunity of remarkable identity and a sustainable source of income. Experience from
universities in developed countries have shown that significant income can be generated
through commercialization of innovations and research findings from universities and R&D
institutions. The patentable research and its commercialization, effective outreach and
provision of consultancies help promoting linkages between universities and industry.
There are several stakeholders in the process of commercialization of innovations and
research findings. Each of these stakeholders has its interests and expectations, which in most
cases may be in conflict with each other. The LGU aims to develop an environment in which
all the concerned stakeholders can operate and co-operate meaningfully with each other.
Further, the University largely depends upon financial support primarily from the government
and from local and international organizations for its research activities. Consistent with this
premise, the LGU seeks to ensure that any resultant IP is administered and protected in the
public interest.
The IP Policy seeks to provide guidelines that can be consistently applied to facilitate
the commercialization of research outputs and to arrive at possible solutions to potential IP
issues relevant to the conduct of research innovations, technology transfer and
commercialization.
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5.2

Objectives
The objective of this policy is to provide a framework within which the IP of the

Lahore Garrison University is developed, managed, and effectively harnessed for the benefits
of the University, inventors/authors, researchers/students and the general public. The main
objectives of this policy are narrated asunder:
a. To protect the ownership rights of staff, students and researchers for
controlling the products of their work by promoting, preserving, encouraging
and aiding scientific investigations &research.
b. To ensure that name, insignias and logos of LGU are properly used, and to
receive a fair share of any commercial fruits from the use of itsnames.
c. To establish standards for determining the rights and obligations of the LGU&
creators ofIP.
d. To ensure compliance with applicable laws and regulations and enable the
LGU to secure sponsored research funding at all levels ofresearch.
e. To set a system that fosters and expedites the creation and dissemination of
discoveries/ innovations for economic benefits to the faculty members,
students, researchers and allied staff through commercialization andlicensing.
f. To devise a strategy for co-ownership and due share of LGU from
commercialization of IP assets developed/created by the LGU through
contracts with donors/sponsors of the res.projects.
g. To conduct IP audit/assessment of IP Rights of LGU on annual basis and set
targets for management of University’s IPassets.

5.3

Coverage of IPPolicy
This section of the policy document describes the coverage / scope of the persons

involved and areas covered under proposed policy.

5.3.1 CourseMaterials
Course materials mean all materials produced in a course or use of Patents in teaching
in any form (including digital print, video and visual material) and all intellectual property
rights in such materials and will include lectures, lecture notes and material, syllabi, study
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guides, assessment material, images, multimedia presentations, web content and course
software.

5.3.2 ResearchProjects
All the research activities will also be covered under IP policy of LGU. In this regard,
however, this policy will not affect those research projects which are under process (already
have a signed agreement).

5.3.3 Persons
a)

Academicstaff:
Includes all teaching and research staff, and visiting scholars employed by LGU on

permanent, temporary, adhoc or contract basis.
b)

Undergraduate, postgraduate and visitingstudents:
Any full-time or part time under graduate and post graduate student regardless of

whether he/she receives financial aid from the University or from external sources. It is the
responsibility of students who are also employees of outside organizations to resolve any
conflict between this policy and provisions of agreements with their employers prior to
committing themselves to any undertaking at the LGU that may involve the development or
creation of IP.
c)

Post-doctoralresearchers:
Although post-doctoral associates may be hired as staff, they are considered to be in

the same category as post-doctoral fellows/trainees because their work is considered to be part
of their training.
d)

Independent contractors orconsultants:
Persons hired by the LGU on a limited time basis, for a limited purpose as specified in

a contract. The rights and obligations of the parties shall be determined by contract between
the LGU and the contractor.
e)

Non-employees
A person, who use LGU funds, facilities or other resources, or participate in

University-administered research, industrial personnel and fellows, regardless of obligations
to other companies orinstitutions.
f)

Any person employed by the LGU who does not fit into any other category:
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This category covers those employed persons of the LGU who do not fit into above
mentioned categories.

5.3.4 IP Assets andRights
This IP Policy shall cover all types of intellectual property rights under relevant IP
Laws of the country, such as:
a. Copyrights
b. Patents
c. Trademarks/Trade Names and ServiceMarks
d. Geographic Indications(GIs)
e. IndustrialDesigns
f. Tradesecrets
g. New plant varieties/ Animal and BirdBreeds
h. Lay-out Designs of Integrated Circuits/Machines/Implements
a)

Copyrights
Copyright is a legal term describing rights given to creators for their literary and

artistic works. Literary works include novels, poems, plays, reference works, newspapers,
computer programs, databases, films, musical compositions and choreography, artistic works
such as paintings, drawings, photographs and sculpture, architectural works, advertisements,
maps and technical drawings. The creators of original works protected by copyright, and their
heirs, have certain basic rights. They have the exclusive right to use or authorize others to use
the work on agreed terms.
(i) Copyright ownership of works by LGU personnel or students shall vest in thecreator/
inventor, except stated otherwise in the agreement between LGU and externalparty.
(ii) Copyright with respect to software is dealt with as per other IPrights.
(iii) The LGU shall also have the right to use, publish and reproduce such works in whatever
form, electronic or otherwise, for its teaching, research and academic purposes after seeking
permission from the owner on non-commercial basis. However, if this publication of work is
for commercial gains, an agreement for payment of royalties between the owner of Copyright
and LGU will be signed on mutually agreed terms andconditions.
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(iv) If the owner of the copyright is other than the LGU, prior consent is required from the
owner before any compilation, distribution and sale can bemade.
b)

Patents
A patent is an exclusive right of ownership granted for an invention, which is a

product or a process that provides a new way of doing something, or offers a new technical
solution to a problem. The protection is granted for a limited period, usually 20 years (as
stipulated in the TRIPSagreement).
All IP developed by LGU staff, students and researchers in their own personal time,
who are neither connected to university research nor developed with substantial use of
university’s resources, shall belong to such LGU staff, students and/or researchers as
inventors. Patent rights created by LGU staff based on university research with substantial use
of University’s resources will be joint ownership of LGU and creator of patent right.
Royalties for research team will be determined by separate agreement(s) on mutually agreed
terms and conditions in case of commercialization of these patent rights.
c)

Trademarks/ Trade Names/ ServiceMarks
A trademark is a distinctive sign that identifies certain goods or services as those

produced or provided by a specific person or enterprise. The system helps consumers identify
and purchase a product or service because its nature and quality, indicated by its unique
trademark, meets their needs. A trademark affords protection to the owner of the mark by
ensuring his/her exclusive right to use it to identify goods or services, or to authorize another
to use it against payment. The period of protection varies, but a trademark can be renewed
indefinitely beyond the time limit on payment of additional fees.
The LGU shall be the sole owner of the university logos and register these with the
Intellectual Property Organization of Pakistan. Any use of the university logos shall require
prior license or permission from theuniversity.
d)

Geographical Indications(GIs)i
Geographical Indication is a name or sign used on certain products which corresponds

to a specific geographical location or origin (e.g. a town, region or country). The use of a GI
may act as a certification that the product possesses certain qualities, or enjoys a certain
reputation, due to its geographical origin.
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The proposed policy will focus on effective protection and registration of Geographical
Indication for the benefits of different stakeholders.
e)

IndustrialDesigns
An industrial design right is an intellectual property right that protects the visual

design of objects that are not purely utilitarian. An industrial design consists of the creation of
a shape, configuration or composition of pattern or colour, or combination of pattern and
colour in three dimensional forms containing aesthetic value. An industrial design can be a
two- or three-dimensional pattern used to produce a product, industrial commodity or
handicraft. Registering valuable designs contributes to obtaining a fair return on investment
made in creating and marketing the relevant product, thereby improvingprofit.
This policy will focus on efforts by the LGU to make aware the concerned
stakeholders to register their novel designs in order to get a more competitiveedge.
f)

TradeSecrets
Trade secrets consist of confidential data, information or compilations used in

research, business, commerce or industry. Universities and R&D institutions, government
agencies, business entities and individuals may own and use trade secrets. The information
may include confidential scientific and technical data and business, commercial or financial
information not publicly known that is useful to an enterprise and confers competitive
advantage on one having a right to use it. The secrecy of the information must be maintained
to conserve its trade secret status. The law of trade secrets covers knowledge or information,
whether or not patentable or copyrightable, typically of an engineering or business nature,
giving one a competitive advantage, which is intended by its holder to be maintained in secret
and is not generally accessible or known. The LGU, being an agricultural university will
strive for documenting its strengths as tradesecrets.
g)

New Plant Varieties/ Animal and BirdBreeds
A plant variety protection certificate preserves a plant variety owner’s exclusive rights

to sell, reproduce, import, and export the plant variety and its seed. In addition, this certificate
can also prevent others from claiming Plant Variety Rights. The duration of a Plant variety
protection certificate is 20 years (25 years for a tree or vine).
This policy will enable the plant, animal and poultry breeders to be aware of the
process of registering new plant varieties and animal and bird breeds in order to contribute t o
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the enhancement of agricultural, livestock, horticultural and forestry productivity and,
therefore, improvement of income and overall development.
h)

Lay-out Designs of Integrated Circuits/Machines/Implements
‘Lay-out-design’ means a three dimensional disposition, howsoever expressed, of the

elements, at least one of which is an active element and of some or all of the interconnection
of an integrated circuit (IC) or such a three dimensional disposition prepared for an integrated
circuit(IC) intended for manufacture. An ‘integrated circuit’ (IC) means a product, in its final
form or an intermediate form, in which the elements, at least one of which is an active
element, and some or all of the interconnections are integrally formed in or on a piece of
material which is intended to perform an electronic function.
Integrated Circuits (ICs) are developed by electronic engineers and technical staff
involved in the invention of electronic devices. It is a very sophisticated field of technology
which has revolutionized our lives today. The development of ICs for electronic devices by
the staff, students, researchers and faculty members of LGU will be promoted by the
University like other IP assets under thisPolicy.

5.4

Ownership of Intellectual PropertyRights

There are three primary situations for the ownership of intellectual property rights: (a) the
university owns the intellectual property; (b) the sponsor owns the intellectual property; and
(c) the university and sponsor jointly own the intellectual property.

5.4.1 The university owns the intellectualproperty
University Intellectual Property means individually and collectively all inventions,
improvements, or discoveries and all works of authorship, excluding articles, dissertations,
theses, and books, which are generated solely by one or more student/ employees of
University in performance of the research agreement during the Contract Period. All rights
and titles to University Intellectual Property developed under the research agreement belong
to University and are subject to the terms and conditions of thisAgreement

5.4.2 The sponsor owns the intellectualproperty
University shall assign to Sponsor, upon request, all rights, titles, and interests in
University Intellectual Property. No sooner than three months following termination of this
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Agreement, or any extension thereof, the University shall have the right to request that
Sponsor make a final decision regarding such assignment.

5.4.3 The university and sponsor jointly own the intellectualproperty
Joint Intellectual Property means individually and collectively all inventions,
improvements, or discoveries and all works of authorship, excluding articles, dissertations,
theses, and books, which are generated by one or more employees of University and one or
more employees of Sponsor in performance of the research under the Agreement. All rights
and title to Joint Intellectual Property belong jointly to University and Sponsor and are subject
to the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

5.5

Disclosure ofInventions
Presently, University of Agriculture, Faisalabad has Office of Research, Innovation

and Commercialization (ORIC) as one of its constituent subunit. The primary goal of ORIC is
to provide support facilities for research and innovations and their commercialization. There
is a need to revise the role of this office. It should also administer/supervise the
implementation of the IP Policy and commercialization of University IPassets.

5.5.1 Objectives
This new task will have the following objectives:
a. Administer and monitor the implementation of the IP Policy
b. Negotiate with LGU staff, students and researchers with respect to the
development of independently owned technologies after determination of their
commercial potential for purposes of registration, licensing or joint venture
agreements.
c. Manage the LGU’s IPR portfolio including the drafting and filing of applications
with the Intellectual Property Organization of Pakistan as well as the maintenance
of granted and registeredIPRs.
d. Administer the funds allocated for registering and activities related to the
protection and commercialization of the University IPRights.
e. Negotiate and manage contracts for the production, distribution and marketing of
the University’s IPassets.
f. Administer a mechanism for payments derived from any commercialized IPassets.
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g. Negotiate all license agreements for the UniversityIPRs.

5.5.2 IP DisclosureMechanism
If an inventor has developed any IP, the ownership of which is vested in the LGU, or
pursuant to any obligation to disclose such IP under any agreement, the LGU may have with
an external party, the Inventor(s) must promptly disclose the full details of the IP to the ORIC
by submitting a Technology Disclosure Form within one month. The ORIC will evaluate the
commercial potential and patentability of the IP. The ORIC may consult with other university
personnel or independent experts who are competent in the field to assist in the evaluation if
deems appropriate or necessary.
In all cases where IP is disclosed by a member of staff for possible commercialization,
the LGU is obliged to ascertain its commercial potential. Intellectual property disclosures are
normally considered confidential by the institution, but for the sake of ascertaining its
commercial potential, IP section in ORIC will inform all members to get feedback.

5.6

Market Evaluation and Licensing
It is essential that any patentable invention be analyzed for its industrial relevance and

commercial potential. In the context of LGU, ORIC should Endeavour in collaboration with
inventor, to find economic and technical suitability, potential of commercialization,
investment required and sustainability.
It is quite common that inventions are produced in universities but their potential users
may be located elsewhere. So it becomes useful to commercialize such research efforts to
share the benefits with stakeholders. IPR owners often do this by granting license to other
manufacturing companies.
In this context, ORIC will identify and Endeavour to commercialize potential
inventions from LGU and make necessary arrangements regarding their licenses and other
requirements.

5.7

Revenue Distribution
All revenues derived from LGU owned IP will be received and administered by the

ORIC. For each specific piece of IP owned by the LGU, costs incurred in the process of
perfecting, transferring, and protecting university rights to the property paid by the university
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will first be deducted from the gross income available before distribution. An accurate
accounting of all such costs shall be made available to the author/creator upon request.
The distribution of net proceeds that is received from LGU owned Intellectual
Properties shall be shared between the creator and the university on mutually agreed terms
andconditions.

5.8

Intellectual Property ReviewCommittee
In implementing this policy, the LGU shall appoint a standing Intellectual Property

Review Committee whose functions shall include:
a. reviewing policy provisions from time to time, as needed, with recommendations for
change or amendments to theOffice;
b. serving as a non-binding decision-making body in the case of any dispute relating to
thispolicy;
c. reviewing other issues as requested by the ORIC or other interestedparties.

5.9

DisputeResolution
All disputes relating to IP shall be resolved amicably in the spirit of supporting

research activities and protecting the interest of the public.
In this backdrop, disputed issues regarding intellectual property shall be handled by a
committee formed by the Vice Chancellor (VC), LGU. The Director ORIC shall chair the
committee and other members shall include; a senior member of the IP Review committee,
the dean/director of faculties/ institutes where the dispute is originating, the author/inventor,
and a neutral member who is knowledgeable in IP legal issues appointed by the VC from any
department/faculty/institute at theUniversity.
In order to deal with non-settlement of disputes, an Appellant Body (AB) will be
formed in ORIC. This body will deal with the situation where a party is not satisfied with the
decision of the Committee, she/he may appeal to the AB and if he/she is still not satisfied
she/he has a further right of appeal to the Syndicate of LGU whose decision shall be final and
binding upon all the parties.
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Chapter-6
6.1

Internship

StudentInternship

6.1.1 SOP Regarding Placement of Student forInternship
•

Before commencement of last semester of undergraduate students, Govt. Research &
Extension Institutes/Private Sector are requested for the placement of students in their
institutes/firms.

•

Consent of the students is also kept in consideration before theplacement.

•

After seeking the demand of the host Institute and keeping in view the preference of
the student, information on the prescribed proforma iscompiled:
o Name of student, Fathername
o RegistrationNo./Department
o Emailaddress
o Cell No. or contactNo.
o DomicileDistrict
o Preferred place forinternship
o Dist./Tehsil forplacement

•

Department/Institute/Faculty wise monitoring-cum coordination teams are constituted
to follow up the progress of the internees and resolve the issues (ifany).

•

A prescribed evaluation sheet is sent to Host Institute to evaluate the performance of
the internee.(Annex-XXI)

•

A work done / task completion report is prepared by the internee and is counter singed
by the Internship Station Supervisor (ISS) & Head of the Host Institute for onward
submission toLGU.

•

After successful completion of the internship, dully signed report is submitted by the
internee at LGU in the relevant department / Institute & is evaluated at department /
faculty/ Institute level followed by presentation and oral exam. The duration and
distribution of the marks is appended((Annex-XXII)

•

After presenting the task completion report publically (in seminar), the result of the
student is sent to Controller of Examinations, following the grading system of LGU
fornotification:

•

Grade is reflected in the transcript ofstudent.
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•

In case of international student, the internees are provided lodging / boarding on free
of cost basis while living expenses are borne by the internees. Security and other
facilities are also provided to theinternees.

6.2

Punjab Youth InternshipProgram
The Govt. of the Punjab has initiated a special program “Punjab Youth Internship

Program” with the aim to enhance the competencies & skills of the professional
degree/diploma holders by placing them in the institutes of their relevant discipline. Private
sector has stepped forward for the capacity building of the internees in line with the Govt.
efforts. The LGU has framed out a policy guide lines to entertain the internees under this
program. (Annex-XXIII)
a. The ORIC will act as Focal Point for dealing with internees placed by DO (HRM)
Faisalabad and without clearance by ORIC no letter will be issued by any faculty
member to the internee for payment of stipend/ attendance reportetc.
b. If an internee placed at LGU is already receiving any scholarship/financial assistance
by any source, it will be stopped during the internship period. He/she will refund if
scholarship/financial assistant received, after joining as internee atLGU.
c. The ORIC will identify the department/institute before placement of the internees (as
per professional degree/diploma of the internee) and it will ensure that the internee
may not be placed in the parent department (if the internee is LGUAlumni)
d. TheDirectoroftheinstitute/Chairpersonofthedepartmentwillnotissueattendance
/absent/progress report of the internee directly to DO (HRM). It will be routed through
ORIC.
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Chapter-7
7.1

BusinessIncubation

Operational Procedures of Business Incubator ATLGU
The following criteria will be taken into consideration for selecting incubating

companies:
•

The proposed investment would fall in BIC’s identifiedinventions/products

•

The candidate has good repute and reasonable experience in the relevantsector.

•

The candidate is not defaulter of any financial institution or any government dutiesor
taxes. The candidate has not been convicted in any civil or criminalcase.

7.1.1 TheBusiness
•

Good understanding of the market andcompetition.

•

Pre-feasibility

•

Strong growthpotential

•

Demonstrate scalable businesspotential

•

Financialcondition

•

Industry growthrate

•

Significant growthrate

•

Significant marketsize

•

Identification of marketing, financial or managementdeficiencies.

7.1.2 TheTechnology
•

An innovativeconcept

•

Potential forIPR

•

Technical expertise andedge.

7.1.3 General
•

At least one full-time person committed tocompany

•

Relevant professional experience andeducation
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7.1.4 Keeping the IncubateeFocused
A business like discipline, team work effort and attention to details of every aspect of
the project is necessary for the success. This demands developing and managing project
milestones such as product concept refinement, product design, prototype development,
product testing in the laboratory and actual service conditions. Incubatee must prepare and
present for review a project plan describing each milestone and corresponding activities along
with resources needed for each milestone. The project plan must be adhered to strictly and
corrective actions carefully designed and implemented to correct any deviation. Incubator
management will ensure that the plan is followed properly.

7.2

IncubatesSelection

7.2.1 Process

The application is available in the appendix
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7.2.2 BIC Tenant’s selectioncriteria
•

Entrepreneurs having a well-developed business plan and pre-feasibility will be
preferred in the selectionprocess

•

Preference will be given to entrepreneurs having a Bank Account and anNTN

•

Current status of the business to assess the need for services of BIC and their
sustainability for future business success or growth. Applicants businessscope,
function and activities falling within preview ofBIC.

•

Applicant has secure sources of funding for running thebusiness.

•

The line of business falls within the specific products ofBIC

•

Applicant demonstrates scalable business potential and enjoys significant marketsize.

•

Applicant presents strong growth potential and is well versed withmarketing,
financial or managementdeficiencies.

•

Applicant has relevant professional experience and education, candemonstrate
technical expertise and has potential forIPR.

•

Applicant is committed not to misuse the BIC office facility for retail/wholesaleoutlet.

7.2.3 Selectioncommittee
1. ViceChancellor,LGU

Chairman

2. Director Business Incubation Center, LGU

Member

3. Relevant faculty member

Member

4. Rep. of CSF

Member

5. Rep. of HEC

Member

6. Rep. of Industry nominated

Member

The selection committee may conduct face to face interview of the applicant to
evaluate entrepreneurs’ business prospects, strengths, potentials to manage his business and
appropriateness to use BIC.
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7.3

Facilitating services to be provided by the BIC, LGU
•

BIC will provide entrepreneurs with well-equipped laboratories, extensive libraries,
powerful computer systems, technology expertise and subject-matter experts from the
faculty.

•

Assist in preparation of feasibilities of projects.

•

Participate in securing financing for the projects.

•

Ensure commercial and economic viability of coordinated projects.

•

Assist in formulation of business and market plans.

•

Participate in finding suitable markets for the products of the project.

•

Facilitate in the removal of legal and or administrative hurdles in the
implementation of coordinated project.

•

Facilitate in getting patent for the product and intellectual property right tothe
scientist/inventor of the product.

7.4

Graduation or Exit Policy
The incubate company will be graduated out of the incubator once it meets the

following criteria:
•

Incubate might have spent about 18 months at the incubator. If the project has not
completed yet, an additional 2-6 months could be given.

•

Incubate has achieved milestones agreed in the business plan. Specifically, the
company has transferred technology to another party or has a solid plan that will
allow it to operate successfully outside the incubator.

•

Space requirement of the incubate company exceeds incubator capacity.

•

If incubate fails to meet the quarterly targets twice in a calender a year.

•

If the review committee decides that the project is no longer viable.

•

If incubatee violates the tenancy agreement.
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7.5

Follow up program
The Business Incubator will make arrangements to facilitate the graduating incubatee

after he exits by creating linkage with the scientists/researchers of the LGU to further improve
the technology/product.

7.6

Revenue Generation for the Incubator
·

Incubator may charge each incubatee a reasonable residency fee to cover utility,
internet, telephone, building rent, stationary and building maintenancecosts.

·

Where university funds/customized services are utilized for product development and
or commercialization, the incubator may acquire equity share in thecompany.

·

Incubator management will ask the treasurer LGU to keep recurring budget for the ongoing quarter in its current account and the rest of the money may be deposited in a
savings account. Interest accumulated from the savings account will be considered as
revenue generated forincubator.
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Chapter-8

ConsultancyProjects

The LGU encourages its faculty members to provide the consultancy to the civil
society for the solution of the problems under the frame work of the university.
·

The faculty member(s) as service provider or stakeholder as service seekerwill
directly contact with BIC/ORIC before to initiate theactivity.

·

The faculty member after discussions mutually agreed points will reproduce on the
judicial paper not less than Rs. 20/- and mention all the terms & conditions in the
agreement.

·

The agreement will comprisealong with other conditions LGU consultancycharges
@20% and BIC facilitation charges @20% of the total consultancy fee charged from
the stakeholder (service seeker) while remaining 60% will be the sole share of the
service provider /faculty member

·

The consultancy agreement will be got signed by the Director ORIC after theapproval
of the competent authority (the ViceChancellor)

·

In case of any dispute, the decision of the Vice Chancellor will be finaland
authenticated.
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Box 1. PI & ORIC Hand to Hand
PI & RESEARCH STAFF

ORIC
•

ORIC will motivate and sensitize the
faculty for availing funding opportunities

•

through emails, letters and facultymeetings.

Develop and timely complete, proposal on
the prescribed format of the funding agency

•

submission after internalcheck.

on time
•

•

Prepare all required reports and submit to

•

•

All required reports are sent to funding
agency after verifications / reconciliation

period of time on the prescribed format of

with the committed activities and funds

the fundingagency

utilization

Understand and ensure the implementation

•

Update PI about financial status of the

of terms and conditions of the sponsor,

award, assist administration as well as PI

university policies and procedures related

for smooth execution of projectactivities.
•

Facilitate PI for verification, approval &

Prepare financial reports throughout the life

signatures on the financial reports by the

of the project on regular basis or on

Treasurer’s Office & onward submission to

demand.

funding agency

Prepare invoices, opening of separate bank

•

Review expenditure statement whether

accounts, drawing and disbursement of

within the approved limit, with allocation in

funds within the committed/ approved

the proper head of account & other codal

funds for purchases &utilization

formalities for purchases to ensure transfer
& onward submission to fundingagency.

Manage and control project funds including
contractual staff/DPLs Salaries, and ensure

•

•

the funding agency within the stipulated

to execution of researchactivities
•

Assist in developing proposal & onward

•

ORIC facilitates in purchases through

to comply with the awards terms &

central store, rate contract rates/ policies for

conditions/universitypolicies.

contract staff & their salaries as per
university policy as well as fundingagency.

When applicable PIs certify personal
efforts, time dedicated for the project
activities & formulate cost sharing reports

•

Process/approved

financial

&

progress

reports, review project status monthly to
ensure only allowable costs are recorded,
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as

•

per

approved

agreement,

when

applicable

monitoring of the project & ensure to

Prepare and submit financial transactions

implement

and internal & external monitoring reports

monitoring report (ifany)

to funding agency & theuniversity
•

•

conduct & coordinate internal & external

•

Ensure

the

transfer

suggestions

of

of

permanent

the

items

Coordinate financial close up/termination

purchased out of the project funds to the

of theproject

departments/ instituted with stockentries.

Report

for

patent

filing,

technology

•

Ensure to send the outcome of the research
to

transfer, productcommercialization

BIC/EFS

for

tech.

transfer/patent

registration / productcommercialization
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Annex-I
Lahore Garrison University
Directorate of Research
NOTIFICATION
Subject: Revised SOP for Appointment of
R e s e a r c h Associates/Fellows/Officersfor ResearchProjects
Reference: notification No.

Dated:

To facilitate the researchers and smoothly run the projects, the worthy Vice
Chancellor has approved the following revised SOP for recruitment of Research
Associates / Fellows/Officers for different research projects:
a. Project Manager/TeamLeader/PrincipalInvestigator

(convener)

b. Rep. of Dean/Director of the Faculty /Instituteconcerned
c. Rep. of Chairman of the departmentconcerned
d. Registrar or hisNominee
Responsibilities:
1. The Project Manager/Team Leader/Principal Investigator will be responsible for
getting approval of the case from Vice Chancellor and advertisement of position/post
in Campus News/National Newspapers, as per requirement of the fundingagency.
2. The applications will be received by concerned Project Manager/Team Leader/PI and
will be processed within one week after the last date of submission ofapplications.
3. The committee will conduct interview of the candidates and send recommendations to
the Vice Chancellor for approval within one week of the date ofinterview.
4. After getting approval of the case, the Registrar’s Office will issue offer letter within
one week from the receipt of approvedcase.
5. The process of recruitment will be started by the Project Manager/Team Leader/PI
concerned immediately after signing/approval of project so that the Res. Assoc. /
Fellow/ Officer may join his/her duties from the date of commencement ofproject.
6. In case of resignation by Research Associate/Fellow/Officer, the Project Manager /
Team Leaders/Principal Investigator may start the process for recruitment of new
Research Associate/Fellow/Officer within 2-3 days from the date of receipt of notice
of resignation from Research Associate / Fellow /Officer.
7. The above mentioned recruitment process should be completed within one month from
the date of commencement of case by PrincipalInvestigator.
(Dr. Farooq Latif)
Director Research
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Annex-II
Lahore Garrison University
(Audit Cell/ Coordination Section)
Treasurer’s Office
No.Tr/Co-ordination/Motor pool/

Dated:
NOTIFICAITON

The Principal Investigators (PIs) of the research projects had been facing great difficulties in
the use of university vehicles on currently prescribed rates. In order to address their
difficulties, the worthy Vice Chancellor has been pleased to make following modifications in
rates as notified vide No.Tr/A.O (C ) Motor pool/------ dated: -------. These revised rates will
only be made applicable for the vehicles deployed with the Principal Investigators of the
research projects:
I.

Rs. 2.50 per kilometer to be charged from the PIs in the case of to use
Hiace/Cars/Double Cabin. However, POL will continue to be provided by theuser.

II.
III.

Per day charges as prescribed in the aforesaid notification will not bechanged.
The use of personal or rented vehicles will only be allowed/permitted, if Incharge
Motor pool issues a Non-Availability Certificate(NAC).

IV.

Rs. 5/- per kilometer will be charged from the PIs of those projects, which will be
approved after…………

These rates will be applied immediately.
Authority:

Worthy Vice Chancellor’s orders dated-------Sd/TREASURER
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Annex-III
Lahore Garrison University
(Accounts Maintenance Section)
Treasurer’s Office

No. A/C/
Dated:

NOTIFICATION

The Vice Chancellor has been pleased to approve the followings to make in line with
the other institutions and for smooth running of research activities of the Ph.D. awardees:
a) The awardee, who is already in government service, may be considered for the
purpose equivalent to the status holding in his parentdepartment.
b) Those, who are not in government service, may be considered for the purpose
equivalent to the status ofBPS-17.
c) The facility of TA/DA to the PhD. Scholarship awardees will be subjected to the
certification of the supervisor, Chairman and Dean/Directors concerned that the
touring is essential for the research studies of the student. The expenditure shall be
incurred from head “Support to University” provided for Tuition fee, reference books,
in case of 5000 Scholars Program and Grant for Development of Department in case
of 200 and 300 ScholarsProgram.

Sd/(Naveed )
Administrative Officer (Acs)
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Annex-IV
Lahore Garrison University
(Academic Section)
Dated:
NOTIFICATION
No.A-4/------ The Syndicate at its meeting held on ------, for smooth running of the activities
of the Research Projects, approved following rates/rules to be applied to all the projects
(where these rates are not specifically provided) for PIs, Co-PIs, Research Associates, Lab.
Staff, daily wagers & students etc. w.e.f. ------. However, fixed daily charges will be paid to
the students and daily wagers in addition to their normal dailywages:
A.

Fixed Daily for Out FieldDuty:

CATEGORY/QUALIFICATION

ORDINARY RATE

SPECIAL RATE

Ph.D. equivalent to BS 19-20

1500

2050

M. Phil, MA/M.Sc, B.Sc equivalent to BS 17-18

1200

1600

F.A/F.Sc/Matric

700

900

Non Matric

500

700

Note: Daily charges will be applicable to the daily wagers in lieu of boarding/lodging charges
for smooth conduct of field research activities of the projects.
B.

AccommodationCharges:
i.

In case of night stay, charges equivalent to one daily will be admissible. No
hotel/rest house invoice/receipt would berequired.

ii.

Where night stay is not involved, half daily will be admissible for thejourney
exceeding 25/Km radius from theheadquarters.

C.

Traveling:
i. Students, Daily Wage Labour and LabStaff

Mode of Travel

Charges to be Paid

Entitlement

Public Transport
(AC Bus)

Reimbursement will be admissible
on production of original ticket

Students of B.Sc. (Hons.),
M.Sc (Hons.), M. Phil & Ph.D.

Hiring of Car / Taxi
/ Single/Double
Cab for visits ofthe

Actual amount will be reimbursed on
production of receipt subject to
group visits. The mileage charges@

Students of B.Sc. (Hons.),M.Sc
(Hons.), M.Phil & Ph.D.
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city suburbs & filed
visits

Rs.10/- per KM will be admissible
for individual travelling.

ii. PIs, Co-PI, Research Associates and Research Fellowsetc:
Mode of Travel
Personal Car/Taxi

Charges to be Paid
i. Mileage Allowance @ Rs. 15/- per km in case of personal Car
(Non Availability Certificate (NAC) from Incharge,
Motor Pool will, however, be necessary).

Public Transport

Mileage Allowance @ Rs. 2.50 per km

Public Transport
(AC)

Reimbursement will be admissible only on production of original
ticket/receipt as per actual fare.

Air Travel

Reimbursement will be admissible on production of original ticket

a. Rates regarding daily allowance and accommodation to PI, Co-PI and Lab. Staff
(university employees) will be admissible in accordance with the rates of the
Government of thePunjab.
b. In case, proper receipt of rent-a- car is not provided by the lending car office, the hand
written receipt, stating type of vehicle, its number and a copy of CNIC of driver will
be produced. However, no receipt will be required for 25/KM radius from thestation.
c. Hiring of taxi to the Research Associates/Fellows and Lab. Staff will be allowed
where public transport is notavailable.
d. Fix daily charges will be paid to the students and daily wagers in addition to their
normal dailies/hourlywages.
The Syndicate in exercise of the powers vested in it under section 25(2) (cc) of the
Lahore Garrison University, Act, 1973 delegated its powers to the Vice Chancellor to
revise the above rates/rules, in future, as and when needed.
Sd/-

Registrar
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Annex-V
Lahore Garrison University
(Academic Section)
Dated:
NOTIFICATION
No.A-4/396-04/31332, In terms of Section 8 of the Pakistan Bio-Safety Rules, ---- notified
vide No.S.R.O. -----, dated: -----, the Vice Chancellor/Chairman IBC has been pleased to
constitute a Bio-Safety Committee, consisting of the following members with its Terms of
Reference as givenbelow:i. Maj,Gen. Obaid Bin Zakria ,

Chairman/Convener

Vice Chancellor and SubjectExpert
ii. Prof. Dr.Abdul Majeed ,
MemberBasic Sciences
(Subject Expert)
iii. Prof. Dr. Farooq Latif (ORIC)

Member/Secretary

iv. Mr. tahir ,

Member

Dean,(SocialSciences )

Member

v. Prof.Dr.Shahid Raza

Member

(Representative of CivilSociety)
vi. Prof. Dr.Aftab Malik
TERMS OF REFERENCE:
The committee shall perform the functions as laid down under section 9 of the Pakistan
Bio-Safety Rules, notification no. -----------------

Sd/Registrar
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Annex-VI
GENERAL LAB SAFETY PROTOCOL PRESCRIBED BY INSTITUTIONAL
BIO-SAFETY COMMITTEE (IBC)
1. Appropriate hazardous, toxic, inflammable labels etc must be displayed outside every lab
where such materials are placed and/orused.
2. Make sure all the containers are labeled properly. Check the labels on bottles before
removing their contents.
Note: The hazardous chemicals, by definition, involve any substance, which can cause
physical or physiological damage to humans or surrounding environment. The lab safety
levels and responsible person's name should be displayed on the opening door of every
laboratory. It is the duty of every PI / Faculty member that they have to inform the ORIC
for their biological safety level. As an introduction the categories of such research labs are
presented in table -1. Paste a label on your laboratory door, if

you have enforced

biological safety levels (BSL-2, 3 and 4) in yourlab.
3. Locate the inflammables, acids, corrosives and carcinogenic materials at separate places in
the lab. All ethanol/methanol or inflammable items are stored in opposite to laminar
airflow or gas burner points. Such chemicals, including acids or corrosive materials, are
stored in the cabinets close to theground.
4. All the inflammable or highly reactive compounds like methanol or SDS should be
opened in fume hood to avoid respiratory tractdamage.
5. Every student and technician in the lab must get 2 hours, mandatory training arranged by
theuniversity.
6.

Every lab should have a responsible person in addition to the PI forchemicals.

7.

Develop awareness among researchers in lab meetings about labsafety.

8.

Cooperate with safety officer and committee to implement the safetymeasures.

9. Every lab should be equipped with safety goggles. All the researchers using UV lights,
heating/boiling liquids on hot plates, must use safetygoggles.
10. Every researcher should use latex gloves to deal with carcinogenic, corrosive and
hazardousmicrobes.
11. All PIs must purchase autoclavable bags for autoclaving microbes, transgenic animals and
plants, before discarding them in regulartrash.
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12. A worker using the instrument/chemical is responsible for personal safety. Do not touch
any equipment or instrument if you are not trained for it. Ask the laboratory supervisor or
the PI forhelp.
13. Get training for work safety in the lab. If you do not understand a direction or part of a
procedure, ask your teacher /safety person before proceeding with theactivity.
14. No researcher should work alone in the laboratory. Always inform your supervisor after
working in the laboratoryalone.
15. When first entering the lab, never touch any equipment/chemical or instrument with your
naked hands. Always seek permission from thesupervisor.
16. Only perform the experiments authorized by your supervisor. You cannot start work if
you are notauthorized.
17. Do not eat or drink in the laboratory. it is strongly prohibited in everylab.
18. Practical jokes and pranks are very dangerous and are strictlyprohibited.
19. Make sure the lab is well ventilated. Inform security if there is a gas leakage or electricity
problems.
20. Be alert and work with caution. Inform your teacher if your co-workers are not working
safely.
21. The freezers storing ethanol/enzymes/hazardous chemicals or microbes cannot be used
for food storage. Every microwave and freezer in the laboratory should be labeled with
"No food itemshere".
22. Researchers wearing contact lenses must be warned for exposure to UV light or flames
due to chemicalsburning.
23. Keep the work area clear of all materials except those needed for your work. Dress
properly during a laboratory activity and wear Lab Coats. Coats should be hung in the hall
or placed in a locker. Extra books, purses, etc. should be kept away from equipment that
require air-flow or ventilation to prevent overheating. Long hair, dangling jewelry, and
loose or baggy clothing are a hazard in the laboratory. Long hair must be tied back, and
dangling jewelry and baggy clothing must be secured. Shoes must completely cover the
foot. No sandals are allowed whileworking.
24. Do not taste or smell any chemical in thelab.
25. Drinking water from lab sink is strongly prohibited. Every sink should have the note, "No
DrinkingWater".
26. Never suck the pipette with mouth. Always use proper equipment to suckchemicals.
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27. Never return the un-used chemical to the original bottle. Transfer it to a new bottle and
mention the date of use andremoval.
28. Carefully examine glassware before each use. Never use chipped, cracked, or dirty
glassware.
29. Do not immerse hot glassware in cold water. The glassware mayshatter.
30. Never look into a container that is being heated. The vapors may be dangerous and can
damage eyes orskin.
31. Equipment Failure - If a piece of equipment fails while being used, report it immediately
to your lab assistant or tutor. Never try to fix the problem yourself because you could
harm yourself and others. For example, always inform your instructor if you break a
thermometer. Do not clean mercuryyourself.
32. If leaving a lab unattended, turn off all ignition sources and lock thedoors.
33. Never look into a laserbeam.
34. When you are adjusting a high voltage equipment or a laser, which is powered with a
high voltage supply, use only one hand. Your other hand is best placed in a pocket or
behind your back. This procedure eliminates the possibility of an accident, where high
voltage current flows up one arm, through your chest, and down the otherarm.
35. Avoid using extension cords. If you must use one, obtain a heavy- duty one that is
electrically grounded, with its own fuse, and install it safely. Extension cords should not
go under doors, across aisles, be hung from the ceiling, or plugged into other extension
cords.
36. The cylinders containing explosive/inflammable gases must be fixed or encaged properly
with certain support, otherwise these may collapse resulting in severeaccident.
37. The labs must be equipped with smoke detectors to cope with any fire related accident at
firsthand.
38. Every lab must have more than one entrance/exit to escape any kind of accidental
blockage.
39. Emergency rescue agencies (1122, fire brigade, Edhi Trust etc.) contact numbers must be
pasted/hanged in everylab.
40. Make sure that electric power buttons for lights, fans, air conditioners and computers etc.
are properly switched off, before leaving the lab to avoid any chance of short-circuiting,
due to prevailing electric powerfluctuations.
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41. Do not use cell phones while dealing with inflammable chemicals and Hi-Tech equipment
as these may acts as source of ignition and electronic signal interference respectively.
B- WasteDisposal.
1. Every lab should have following waste containers in the lab.; waste bags shouldbe
placed in every waste disposalcontainer:
i. A small container for sharp objects, like blades, needlesetc.
ii. A big container for brokenglasses
iii. A liquid Ethidium bromide, if being used, wastecontainer
iv. A liquid toxic waste such as phenolcontainer
v. A solid waste container for toxic chemicals (such as phenol), used tips &tubes.
2. Every container should be properlylabeled
3.

Do not pour any chemicals intosink.

4. Dispose off all the chemicals according to their appropriate waste disposal procedures.
5. Always wear gloves when dealing with waste of hazardous chemicals and
microorganisms.
6.

Every researcher should have small trash boxes on his/hertable.

7. Do not handle broken glass with your bare hands. Use a brush and dustpan to clean up
broken glass. Place broken glass in the designated glass disposalcontainer.
8. Clean up spillsimmediately.
9. Ethidium bromide is highly carcinogenic chemical and should never be discarded into
sink. The powdered form of Ethidium bromide is considered irritant to eyes, upper
respiratory tract and skin. The Green Bag Kit containing a "tea bag" should be utilized
for its disposal. This tea bag can be left in Ethidium bromide buffer container and after
3-4 days (when tea bag absorbs all the Ethidium bromide) the buffer can be discarded
into sink. All sharp blades used for cutting the Ethidium bromide stained gels should
be kept separate. Solid Ethidium bromide gels should be dried in a hood. The gels with
less than 0.5ug/mL of Ethidium bromide can be discarded into regular trash after
drying. The Ethidium bormide area is kept separate from other areas. The pipettes,
trays and containers used for Ethidium bromide should not be used for other
applications.
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10. Phenols/ Corrosive Chemicals: Phenol should never be discarded into sink. All phenol
tips/liquid/solid should be discarded separately. Phenol is irritant to eyes, skin and
mucous membranes. AmberliteTM XAD4TM polymeric adsorbent is used in several
locations around the world to remove phenol from wastewater. Even high
concentrations of phenol (20,000 ppm) in wastewater have been effectively treated.
Regeneration of the resin is accomplished in several ways: 1% caustic or solventssuch
as acetone, methanol and formaldehyde.
11. Wherever possible, use minimum amount of chemicals to avoid a lot of waste
production. The chemicals, like silver stain or liquid polyacrylamide gel, should be
properly labeled and should not be disposed in regular trash. Solid PAGE gels can be
discarded in regular trash. However, other hazardous chemicals should be stored
separately and the university should manage their disposals. If a chemical is
inactivated by high temperature, cautions should be taken before autoclaving to avoid
volatile compoundsproduction.
12. Microbial Safety: All the bacterial/fungal/other microbial cell lines can never be
discarded in sink. Add, 5ml of 10% commercial bleach in 100 ml of culture, leave
overnight on bench and then discard in sink. For solid microbial waste disposal, first
autoclave the tips etc in an autoclavable bag and then discard into regulartrash.
C- First-Aid in theLab.
1. First aid kit must be made available in everylab.
2. Make sure that every student knows about fire extinguishers in the department or if
possible in the laboratory. Every department should have at least 2 fire extinguishers,
which are annually monitored for theirfunction.
3. If any chemical splashes in your eye(s) or on your skin, immediately flush with
running water for at least 20minutes.
4. If phenol contacts the skin, workers should immediately wash the affected areas with
soap and water. No phenol wastes should be disposed in regulartrash.
D- Transgenic Plants Research Safety (Stable orTransient)
The National Institute of Health (NIH: USA) has established strict guidelines on the
proper use and disposal of transgenic plants and other forms of recombinant DNA
(rDNA) in research. In order to survive in the international system of safety in plant
biotech research, it is very important to follow the rules for developing transgenic
plants.

This

document outlines

institution’s,
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investigator’s

and researcher's

Responsibilities for developing transgenic plants at the LGU.
Agreement with LGU Guidelines
All the projects, involving recombinant DNA (rDNA) conducted at the univ., must
comply with the Univ. Biosafety Guidelines. Failure to follow the university
guidelines can result in the suspension, limitation, or termination of projects fund for
all rDNA research at the university. In addition, any intentional failure to comply has
the potential to be defined as academic misconduct as outlined by university policy.
Univ. has already developed a policy and a protocol, outlined in this fact sheet,
through which investigators may obtain the information to work with transgenic
plants. As an investigator working with transgenic plants, it is your responsibility to
meet theserequirements.
1. As part of the University policy, one must register and get the approval from the BioSafety Committee before doing any experiment in the field with the transgenicplants.
2. To dispose off transgenic material, It is required that transgenic plants and materials
from transgenic plants, including seeds, must be inactivated prior to disposal, to
prevent accidental environmental release. Typically, autoclave treatment is employed
for transgenic plants and seed inactivation. If you have questions regarding proper
disposal, please contact IBC at the campus or contact Directorate ofResearch.
3. Intra- or inter-departmental transfers of rDNA and transgenic materials including
transgenic animals and transgenic plants are prohibited without the written approval of
theIBC.
4. It is required that significant research-related incidents be reported immediately to the
Institutional Bio-Safety Committee via the Directorate of Research or directly to IBC.
Such incidents include research-related accidents and illnesses as well as inadvertent
release or improper disposal of bio- hazardous or recombinant DNAmaterials.
5. All the researchers, transferring any transgenic material from outside the countrymust
register with the university and take approval from IBC before growing at campus
green houses orfields.
6. All the transiently infected plants (with virus/bacteria/fungi or any pathogenic species)
must be autoclaved beforedisposal.
7.
E- Radiation SafetyProtocols
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If any researcher wants to use any form of radiations, he/she must contact the Safety
Committee for proper guidelines for its use and waste disposal.
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Annex-VII
GUIDELINES FOR COMPLETION OF PROFORMA PSF-I
Project Title: The project title should be clearly worded and be self-explanatory.
Project Abstract: The summary of the research proposal should include the need for
proposed investigations, objectives to be achieved, and its socio-economic or other benefits.
Project Narrative:- It should be easily understandable by persons with scientific training who
may not be specialists in the scientific field covered by the proposal. It should deal with
scientific problem to be investigated; review of relevant literature with special reference to
Pakistan to justify the need for proposed research; specific objectives to be achieved;
importance of proposed investigations with particular reference to its linkage with socioeconomic development of Pakistan; research methodology to be adopted; duration and yearwiseplanofworkfortheachievementoftheproposedobjectives.(Adetailedandwellprepared plan of
work would facilitate appraisal of the researchproposal).
Scientific Personnel:- In addition to the Principal Investigator, who is a full time employee of
grantee organization, a list of professional, technical and other personnel to be engaged in the
project alongwith their qualifications, experience and duties should be given. The Biodata of
Principal Investigator and Co-Investigator should be attached with the proposal to judge the
competence of Investigators to undertake the proposed research.
A post of full time Research Associate @ either Rs.12,000/-, Rs.15,000/- or Rs.18,000/(fixed). per month is generally provided in all PSF projects if the candidate is simple
M.Sc/B.S/B.Sc (Hons), or enrolled in M.S/ M.Sc (Hons)/ M.Phil and PhD respectively
Appointments of Lab. Attendant/Naib Quasid are not admissible. An allowance of Rs.1,200/(fixed) per month is allowed for typing cum-accounts work. Part time Technician/Lab
Assistant/Field Assistant, wherever needed, can be provided @ Rs.2,000/- p.m. (fixed).
Existing Institutional Facilities: The PSF assumes that institutions/organizations, where
proposed res. project is to be carried out, has the basic laboratory and library facilities.
However, a list of general and specialized equipment related to the proposed research should
be given.
Status of the proposal, if submitted to some other Funding Agency: The investigators
oftensubmittheirproposalstomorethanonefundingagency.Itisthereforeappropriateto
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Provide the information to avoid any complications along with other projects executed by PI
&Co-PI.
Project Budget: It should be in the form of Table-I-V, which may be filled up according to
the instructions given as under:
Honoraria and Salaries: The Principal Investigator and Co Investigator, (if any), are entitled
to receive Rs.50,000/- and Rs.30,000/- per project per year respectively or as per guidelines
issued by the funding agency from time to time.
Annual salary estimates for technical and other staff should be based on admissible rates.
Salary figures should be shown for only that period when an employee is actually expected to
work on the project.
Travel within the country:- Travel is admissible mainly for projects involving field work. It
should be described by giving number of trips, purpose, dates and places to be visited. The
P.O.L/TA and DA should be worked out as per Government Rules.
Permanent Equipment:- The equipment costing a sum of Rs.10,000/- or more for each items
and expected service life of one year or more, such as machinery, instruments and apparatus
should be listed in Table-V. The need for each item of permanent equipment should be
specified and its cost be supported with proforma invoice from the Principal Suppliers.
The cost of Fixture/Fitting and construction/contractual services is not allowed.
Expendable Equipment: Expendable items include consumable special materials/ kits. etc.
which are not covered under chemical or glassware or equipment.
Chemicals and Glassware: Budget allocation under these heads is made according to the
nature of project.
Stationery: An amount of Rs.10,000/- per year is provided for stationery
Literature: An amount of Rs.5,000/- per annum is provided for the purchase of relevant
literature reprints.
Contingencies, Postage etc: An amount of Rs.10,000/- per year is provided for postage and
unforeseen expenses.
Report writing/Publications: An amount of Rs. 5000/- per year is provided in 1st year &
10,000 per year is provided in 2nd and 3rd year of the project for the compilation of the reports
of the project.
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Advertisement Charges: An amount of Rs 4,000/- is provided in 1st year of project for the
advertisement of the post of Research Associate for the project.
Audit Fee: The Foundation will pay 2% of the total expenditure in each project as audit
charges to the institution concerned who may pay suitable remuneration to their auditors
depending upon the volume of audit work involved in each project. The audit charges @
Rs.2% is not to be paid to the auditors as a matter of routine.
Proposed Reviewers of the Project:
Names and addresses of three reviewer’s/referees having sufficient research experience
relevant to the proposed study may be provided on a separate sheet of paper.
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Annex-VIII

GUIDELINES FOR COMPLETION OF PROFORMA PSF NSLP-I
Project Title:- The project title should be short, crisp, clearly worded and self-explanatory,
and should reflect the nature of work being proposed.
Project Abstract:- The summary of the research proposal should include the need for
proposed investigations, key issues to be addressed, objectives to be achieved, methodology
to be employed and its socio-economic or other benefits (not more than 400words)
Project Narrative:- It should be easily understandable by persons with scientific training who
may not be specialists in the scientific field covered by the proposal. It should deal with
scientific problem to be investigated; review of relevant research work with special reference to
Pak. to justify the need for proposed research; specific objectives to be achieved; importance of
proposed investigations with particular reference to target area/end user and its linkage with
socio-economic development of Pakistan; research methodology to be adopted; duration and
year-wise plan of work for the achievement of the proposed objectives, mechanism to be used
for dissemination of technological output. (A detailed and well prepared plan of work and
methodology alongwith Gantt Chart would facilitate appraisal of the research proposal).
Scientific Personnel:- In addition to the Principal Investigator, who is a full time employee of
grantee organization, a list of professional, technical and other personnel to be engaged in the
project alongwith their qualifications, experience and duties should be given. A brief CV
showing date of birth, academic qualifications with year and awarding institutions alongwith
list of publications of Principal Investigator and Co-Investigator should be attached with the
proposal to judge the competence of Investigators to undertake the proposed research.
A post of full time Research Associate @ either Rs.12,000/-, Rs.15,000/- or Rs.18,000/(fixed). per month is generally provided in all PSF projects if the candidate is simple
M.Sc/B.S/B.Sc (Hons), or enrolled in M.S/ M.Sc (Hons)/ M.Phil and PhD respectively
Appointments of Lab. Attendant/Naib Quasid are not admissible. An allowance of Rs.1,200/(fixed) per month is allowed for typing cum-accounts work. Part time Technician/Lab
Assistant/Field Assistant, wherever needed, can be provided @ Rs.2,000/- p.m. (fixed).
Existing Institutional Facilities:- The Pakistan Science Foundation (PSF) assumes that
institutions/organizations, where proposed research project is to be carried out, has the basic
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laboratory and library facilities. However, a list of general and specialized equipment related
to the proposed research should be given.
Status of the proposal, if submitted to some other Funding Agency:- The investigators
often submit their proposals to more than one funding agency. It is therefore appropriate to
provide the information to avoid any complications.
Other Projects being conducted by Principal and/ or Co-Principal Investigators:Self-explanatory
Project Budget:- It should be in the form of Table-I-V, which may be filled up according to
the instructions given as under:
Honoraria and Salaries:- The PI and Co-PI, (if any), are entitled to Rs.50,000/- and Rs.
30,000/- per project year respectively. However, the honoraria are released and paid/drawn at
the completion of each project year and subsequent submission and satisfactory evaluation of
Annual/Final Reports by Subject Experts. Annual salary estimates for technical and other staff
should be based on admissible rates. Salary figures should be shown for only that period when
an employee is actually expected to work on the project.
Travel within the country:- Travel is admissible mainly for projects involving field work
and for participation in conferences within-country for presenting project results once a year.
Field work travel should be described by giving number of trips, purpose, tentative dates and
places to be visited. The P.O.L/TA and DA should be worked out as per Government
University Rules. The travel is only allowed to staff directly involved in theproject.
Permanent Equipment:- The equipment costing a sum of Rs.500/- or more for each items
and expected service life of one year or more, such as machinery, instruments and apparatus
should be listed in Table-V. The need for each item of permanent equipment should be
specified and its cost be supported with proforma invoice from the Principal Suppliers.
The cost of Fixture/Fitting and construction/contractual services is not allowed.
Expendable Equipment:- Expendable items include consumable special materials/ kits. etc.
which are not covered under chemical or glassware or equipment.
Chemicals and Glassware:- Budget allocation under these heads is made according to the
nature of project.
Literature Reprints:- An amount of Rs.5,000/- per annum is provided for the purchase of
relevant literature reprints.
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Stationery:- An amount of Rs.10,000/- per annum is provided for stationery.
Contingencies:- An amount of Rs. 10,000/- is provided for postage and unforeseen expenses.
Report Writing/Publication:- An amount of Rs. 5,000/- in 1st project year and Rs.10,000/in each 2nd and 3rd project years will be paid for reportswriting/publications.
Advertisement Charges:- An amount of Rs.4,000/- will be paid on account of advertisement
charges for the post of Res. Assoc. (in classified column of two National Dailies), once in
project life.
Other Allowable Cost:- The Foundation would provide cost of publication of results
achieved in the PSF supported projects, provided these are worth publishing. However, the
funds for the purpose are not to be included in the project budget. Separate proposal in this
respect is required to be sent to the Foundation forconsideration.
Overhead Charges:- The Foundation will pay 5% of the total “authorized expenditure” as
overhead charges to the institution concerned at the completion of the project.
Audit Fee:- The Foundation will pay 2% of the total “authorized expenditure” as audit
charges to the institution concerned who may pay suitable remuneration to their auditors
depending upon the volume of audit work involved in each project. The audit charges @
Rs.2% is not to be paid to the auditors as a matter of routine but at the end of the project.
Note: -Information required under each head/item may be provided in detail. Sketchyproposals
with missing information will not be processed.
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Annex-IX

GUIDE LINES FOR SUBMISSION OF FIRST/SECOND ANNUAL TECHNICAL
REPORT TO PAKISTAN SCIENCE FOUNDATION

1. TITLE PAGE: The following information be tabulated on the title page:
FIRST/SECOND ANNUAL TECHNICALREPORT
Project Title:
•

Conducted under Pakistan Science Foundation Grant No./ProjectNo.

•

Name of PrincipalInvestigator:

•

Name of ResearchAssociate:

•

Name ofInstitution:

•

Signature and stamps of PI and Head ofInstitution

2. SUMMARY: A clear and concise statement in non-technical language, including an
explanation of the research problem and results achieved during the report period be given
on a separatepage.
3. DETAILED REPORT: This section of the report should be prepared in a style similar to
scientific papers for publication, except that it should contain more substantiating data and
other details than would normally be used in such a publication. The detailed report
should consist of thefollowing:
(i)

Project Title: Full Title of the Project begiven.

(ii)

Report Period: The Period of 1st /2nd Project year, beindicated.

(iii)

Introduction: It should contain a concise statement of the problem, brief summary of
previous knowledge in the field of research and specific objective(s) to be achieved
under theproject.

(iv)

Experimental Procedures: The procedure/methodology used for research work
during the report period be described. There is no need to give every individual
experiment or the routine techniques where identification by name or referencewould
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be sufficient. If new procedures have been developed, old procedures modified or
unusual measurements or calculations made, these should be described with sufficient
details to enable other trained scientists to conduct similar operations. In case a new
or modified equipment has been developed, its detailed description, preferably with
drawings, should beincluded.
(v)

Results: The accomplishments made during the report period, towards the
achievement of project objectives, be described along with pertinentdata.

(vi)

Discussion: An incisive discussion on interpretation and significance of data obtained
and its comparison with the derived information from the available data along with
difficult phases in the experimentation, if any, begiven.

(vii)

Conclusions: A brief statement of one or two paragraphs, describing the conclusions
drawn from the data collected/results achieved, begiven.

(viii) Future Plan of Work: A

brief outline of the research to be undertaken and the approach to

beusedforachievingtheprojectobjectivesduringthenextyearbegiven.
(ix)

Publications: State if the project results so far achieved are publishable/submitted for
publication during the report period. If so, the details thereof begiven.

(x)

Graduate Degrees: Indicate whether the research staff under this project is registered
for M.Phil./Ph. D. degrees. If so, the topic of their thesis along with copy of their
Registration Certificate beprovided.

(xi)

List of Scientists: Scientists and other personnel who have been actively involved in
this project along with percentage of their time devoted during the report period be
listedhere.

(xii)

Bibliography: List of literature references relevant to the project beprovided.

(xiii) TableofContents:Thereportshouldcontaintableofcontentsalong withpagenumbers.

NOTE:
1. Report Size: Report be prepared on 8 ½ x 11 ¾ size paper and typed recto-verso in 1 ½
space.
2. Copies Required: A total no of sixteen copies of annual report are to be submitted.
Three copies are submitted before evaluation and remaining are submitted after
evaluation of thereport.
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3. Endorsement: At least one copy of 1st / 2nd Annual Report should be sent though
proper channel signed and stamped by the PI and Head of the Institution on titlepage.
Address: Pakistan Science Foundation, 1-Constitution Avenue, G-5/2, Islamabad, P.O. Box 1121,
Telex 54080 PSFIDPK Fax 9202468
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Annex-X
SUBMISSION OF FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT TO
PAKISTAN SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Final reports are considered as public information; therefore, a good final report is essential to
indicate the successful completion of a project. The report should be so prepared as to provide
a complete and logical story of the research accomplishments including the project objectives
and significance of the results obtained. Data obtained during the early years of the project
should be re-evaluated in the light of later experiments, to ensure that no important points
have been overlooked or given improper emphasis in earlierreports.
The format along with guidelines for preparation of the final report is as under:
TITLE PAGE: The following information should be tabulated on the title page:
FINAL REPORT
Project Title: Conducted under Pakistan Science Foundation Grant No. (Project No.)
Name of Principal Investigator:
Name of Research Associate(s):
Name of Institution:
SUMMARY: -It should consist of a short clear statement in non-technical language of about
500 words about the research problem, accomplishment made in achieving the project
objectives and significance of research findings.
DETAILED REPORT:- This part of the report, intended for scientists well acquainted with
relevant field of research, should consist of the following
i.

Project Title: Full Title of the Project begiven.

ii.

Project Period: The dates of Project Initiation & Completion begiven.

iii.

Introduction:- A brief summary of previous knowledge in the field, research problem
investigated and results obtained vis-à-vis project objectives begiven.

iv.

Experimental Procedures:- The procedure/methodology adopted for achieving the
project objectives be described. Routine operations/techniques be avoided where
identification by name or reference is possible. If new procedures have been
developed, old procedures modified and unusual measurements or calculationsmade,
these should be described with sufficient details to enable other trained scientiststo
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Conduct similar experiments. If new or modified equipment has been developed, a
detailed description, preferably with drawings, should be included.
v.

Results:- The research accomplishment made in achieving the project objectives
during the entire life of project be described along with substantiating data/graph and
diagrams in support of theseresults.

vi.

Discussion:- An incisive discussion on the interpretation of the results achieved and
its comparison with the derived information from the available data in the relevant
field begiven.

vii.

Conclusions:- The conclusions drawn from the results under this project, significance
of these results along with their applications in other fields be given. Patentable ideas
originating from this research, if any, be alsoindicated.

viii.

Need for additional Research:- Any phase of the research on which further work is
desirable, including observations on work which could not be pursued, beindicated.

ix.

Publications/patent Applications:- All publications resulting from this research be
listed by giving exact title, authors, journal, volume, page number, and date. State
whether the manuscripts and reprints have been submitted/accepted for publications
Patent applications filed/to be filed may also beindicated.

x.

M.Phil / Ph.D Degrees:- Name(s) of the research personnel/associates who have
received/will receive M. Phil or Ph.D. degree on the basis of research carried out
under this project, begiven.

xi.

List of Scientists:- Names of scientists and technicians who actively participated in
the research work with percentage of time devoted by them to the project begiven.

xii.

Bibliography: List of literature references relevant to the project beprovided.

xiii.

Table of Contents: The report should countable table of contents along with page
numbers.

NOTE:
1. Report Size: Report be prepared on 8 ½ x 11 ¾ size paper and typed recto-verso in 1 ½
space.
2. Copies Required: Sixteen (16) copies of annual report are to be submitted to the
Foundation.
3. Endorsement: At least one copy of final report should be sent Through ProperChannel
Address: Pakistan Science Foundation, 1-Constitution Avenue, G-5/2, , Islamabad, P.O. Box
1121, Telex 54080 PSFIDPK, Fax 9202468
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Annex-XI
POLICY GUIDE LINES FOR RESEARCH PROJECTS UNDER NATIONAL
RESEARCH PROGRAM FOR UNIVERSITIES (NRPU) BY HEC
Dearth of research literature / equipment is a major impediment to the productivity of many
creative and talented faculty members / researchers in all disciplines in Universities/Degree
awarding institutions. In most cases these researchers need substantial financial support for
research projects to allow them in their research pursuits.
In the absence of such facilities the researchers, specifically the young ones, are discouraged
and are looking for better opportunities in developed countries. To avoid this brain-drain,
HEC has initiated a research grant program under which creative researchers are awarded
researchgrants.
To meet the current challenges of researchers working in local universities/DAIs of Pakistan
and to promote the R&D with facilitation, HEC has initiated National Research Program for
Universities (NRPU).
Program:

HEC Provides research grants to a maximum of Rs. 20.00 million, the amount

to which a researcher is eligible is conditional with his impactfactor.
Principal Investigator will run only two projects simultaneously either there cost will be
within the eligible amount or less as per his impact factor.
Purpose and Nature: Research grants are awarded on competitive merit for high-level and
promising scientific research projects to be carried out in by university teachers. The purpose
of these grants is to promote scientific research in areas relevant to national needs.
Research Domain: The Research Grants Program provides support for research projects in
all disciplines of Science, Engineering and Technology, Social Sciences, andHumanities.
Duration: A research grant will normally be provided for a maximum period upto three
years. However, there is no restriction on the lowerlimit.
EligibilityandQualification:

The applicant (Principal Investigator, PI) shouldbeafull

time faculty member of a university. He/she should have an advanced academic degree and
relevant researchexperience.
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ApprovalProcedure:

HEC

has

designated

focal

points

in

all

disciplines/s u b disciplines. They are the top experts in their fields. All research grants
proposals are forwarded to these focal points for evaluation by at least three experts. Focal
points will do initial screening of the projects sent to them by HEC. In case they do not
consider a project suitable for funding, they can reject the project at their level or send it back
to HEC for revision by PI, if they sodesire.
The comments of focal points and reviewers are considered as the final decision.
Categorization of Research:
Please identify your research in following categorization
i. BasicResearch
ii. AppliedResearch
iii. Community/SocialResearch
iv. ThematicResearch
v.

Commercialized/IndustrialResearch

Areas: Research proposal should be in following fields of studies; Social Sciences,
Management Sciences, Humanities, Basic Sciences, Natural Sciences, Medical Sciences,
Engineering & Technology and Agricultural Sciences.
Eligibility Criteria:
1. All Faculty Members & Researchers holding full time position in Public Sector
Universities and eligible Private SectorUniversities
2. Principal Investigator will run only two projects simultaneously either there cost will
be within the eligible amount or less as per his impactfactor.
Howtoapply:

Applications should be submitted on NRPU Application form

whichisavailable on the HEC website. Soft copy of the application should be submitted
through email before ---------- on the nrpu2017@hec.gov.pk. Six hard copies are required to
be submitted by registered mail/courier to Director (R&D) HEC. Please mention your
discipline & area of specification and project title in the subject line of email in following
Major/Minor/Project Title (Chemistry/Organic Chemistry/Project Title). In email please also
provide at least contact details of 3 experts in your project field. Please also provide Grant
chart of the project activities in MS Project or MS Excel sheet
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Annex-XII

GUIDE LINES FOR THE COMPLETION OF ALP
PRELIMINARY PROPOSAL
At the first stage, a preliminary proposal in form of concept paper is required on the enclosed
format. Preliminary proposals are brief out lines for evaluation of research ideas. These also
provides an opportunity to the reviewer for constructive input, before a full proposal is
written.
A preliminary proposal should be brief, yet it should include as complete information as
possible especially under objectives, and plan of work, so that a professional scientist in the
subject area can properly evaluate and offer comments and suggestions. The guide lines for
the preparation of preliminary proposals are given asunder:
1.

Title: Title should be brief accurate and beself-explanatory.

2.

Applicant’s Details: Principal Investigator will be responsible for implementation and
will participate in it and Co-Principal Investigator will be provided only in the project
involving inter- disciplinary research. In addition to the Principal Investigator, a list of
professional, technical and other personnel to be engaged in the project along with
their qualifications, experience and duties should be given. The Bio-data of Principal
Investigator and Co-Investigator should be attached with the proposal to judge the
competence of Investigators to undertake the proposedresearch.

3.

Overseas Cooperative Scientists/Organization: Identify any Overseas Scientists/
Organization willing to cooperate in the proposal i.e. those which will be directly
involved in research in Overseas or those which will provide technical services for
which no funds are required from GOP budget. Also elaborate how the linkages
&coordination with cooperating organization will bestrengthened.

4.

Abstract/ Justification: A short summary (one or two paragraphs) written in terms
understandable to an informed layperson and justify how this project benefit agriculture
in Pakistan.
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5.

Duration: Give time (Months) required for completion of the proposal. A period of 36
months would normally beappropriate.

6.

Objectives: Objective represents the desired future situation giving solution to the
identified problems. The objectives should be in quantitative terms. Please do not give
statementlike,“itwillincreaseagriculturalproductioninthecountry.”

7.

Plan of Work: Briefly state the major activities year-wise and their location and brief
description of the research methods to be used. It is valuable to break-up the activities
into specific tasks, which can each be assessed for outcome and linked to proposal
objectives andbenefits.

8.

ProposedBudget:
i.

MentiontotalbudgetrequirementaccordingtotheTable.

Operating Cost: It is a operational cost and includes, Research Fellow/
Contractual Staff, Supplies/ Materials, Transportation of Goods, Travel Cost
(Both domestic and international), Rents, Contractual Services, Indirect Cost,
DPLs, Honorariaetc.

ii.

CapitalCost:Itiscapitalcostandincludespermanentresearchequipment’setc.

Note:
Copies Required: Four Copies of preliminary proposal should be submitted to ALP
Secretariat, PARC
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Annex-XIII

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF
ALP PROFORMA-1
1.

Title: Title should be brief, accurate and be self-explanatory.

2.

Applicant’s Details: Principal Investigator will be responsible for implementation and

will participate in it and Co-Principal Investigator will be provided only in the project
involving inter- disciplinary research. In addition to the Principal Investigator, a list of
professional, technical and other personnel to be engaged in the project along with their
qualifications, experience and duties should be given. The Bio-data of Principal Investigator
and Co-Investigator should also be annexed with the proposal to judge the competence of
Investigators to undertake the proposed research. The consent of the Co-PI to carry out project
activities may also be attached with theproposal.
3.

Overseas Cooperative Scientists: Identify any Overseas Scientist willing

to

cooperate in the proposal i.e. those which will be directly involved in research in Overseas or
those which will provide technical services for which no funds are required from GOP budget
( a written consent may be attached). Also elaborate how the linkages & coordination with
cooperating organization will be strengthened. A written consent of the co-operative scientist
may also attach withproposal.
4.
5.

Total Cost: Mention total budget requirement according to theAnnexure-I.
Location: Give details of Res. Inst./Dept. & field locations where the work will be

done.
6.

Duration: Give time (Months) required for completion of the proposal. A maximum

period of 36 months would normally beappropriate.
7.

Back ground: Give a brief summary regarding the background of the issues to be

addressed under the proposed project. Also give a brief statement of prior work that supports
the need to do this work and on which the work proposed in this application is based (ifany).
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8.

Issues to be researched: A brief statement of the problems/issues to be res. and its

significance for sustainable agriculture and explains how the proposal is important to the
society.
9.

Scope: Indicate the scope of theproject.

10.

Justification: The proposal should be well oriented and well-focused for finding a

solution to a problem. Please also review the similar work being done elsewhere or already
done; particularly in Pakistan and that there is no duplication. Attach detailed/updated Review
of Literature &Research Publications carried out by the PI over the past 5years.
11.

Goal/Overall Objective: Goal refers to the sectorial or national objectives which the

activity is designed to contribute to, e.g. increased incomes, improved nutritional status, and
reduced crime. The goal helps set the macro-level context within which the activity fits, and
describes the long-term impact that the activity is expected to contribute towards (but not by
itselfachieve).
12.

Specific Project Objectives: Objective represents the desired future situation giving

solution to the identified problems. An objective can be S-M-A-R-T Specific, Measurable,
Accurate, Realistic, and Time bound e.g. wheat production increased to 10% by the end of
2011. Please do not give statement like, “it will increase agricultural production in the
country.”
13.

Plan ofWork:
a) Objectives wise Activities &Methodology:
Briefly state the Objectives wise major activities & methodology to carry out those

activities. Brief description of the research methods to be used and details and type of data to
be collected and analyzed may also be provided.
b)

Year WiseSchedule:

For schedule of activities use a Gantt chart format (Bar Chart). It is valuable to break
the activities up into specific tasks, which can each be assessed for outcome and linked to
proposal’s objectives and benefits.
14.

Logical Framework Analysis: It is an instrument for making plans, analyses,

assessments, follow-ups and monitoring & evaluations of projects orprograms.
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• Goal:

State the long-term social and/or economic (impact) benefits towhich

the project will contribute, and describe why the project is important for the
beneficiaries and for thesociety.

• Purpose: What the Project is committed to achieve within the agreed timeframe. It
states the expected outcomes, or direct effects, of the project. These are the benefits
which the beneficiaries derive from theproject.

• Outputs/ Results: States the service(s) the beneficiaries will receive from the project.
What the project will be responsible for delivering. Outputs refer to the tangible
specific and direct products (goods and services) produced by undertaking a series of
tasks as part of the planned work of the activity. Examples might include: irrigation
systems or water supplies constructed, areas planted/developed, buildings or other
infrastructure built, policy guidelines produced, and staff effectivelytrained.

• Activities: The specific actions or set of tasks to reach one or more results (or
objectives).Activities do not needindicators.

• Inputs:

Inputsrefertotheresourcesrequiredtoundertaketheworkprogramand

produce the outputs, e.g; as personnel, equipment, and materials. However, inputs
should not be included in the matrixformat.

• VerifiableIndicators:

Indicators

are

measure

of

progress

usedto

a s s e s s progress towards meeting stated objectives. An indicator should provide,
where possible, a clearly defined unit of measurement and a target detailing the
quality, quantity and timing (QQT) of expectedresults.
Quality:

The kind (or nature)of thechange

Quantity:

The scope (extent) of change i.e by how much, howmany.

Time:

By when the change should have takenplace

• Means/Source of verification: Means of verification should clearly specify the
expected source of theinformation.

• Risks/ Assumptions: An assumption is a positive statement of a condition that must
be met in order for objectives to be achieved but over which activity managers may
have no direct control, e.g. price changes, rainfall, land reform policies, nonenforcement of supportinglegislation.
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15.

Overseas Linkages & Coordination with Cooperating organization: Project

having provision of overseas cooperating scientist may elaborate how the linkages&
coordination with cooperating organization will bestrengthened.
16.

State if the scheme has been submitted to some other aid giving agency for

financial support, if so with what results? The investigators often submit their proposals to
more than one funding agency. It is therefore appropriate to provide the information to avoid
anycomplication.
17.

Budget Summary: This contains only the two lines summary items of funds required

from the ALP. Full budget details are required according to the Annexure-1. Include a brief
justification for the purchase of any capital equipment item over Rs. 10,000/- and for any
overseas travels requested. Operational cost includes Research Fellow/Contractual Staff,
Supplies/Materials, Transportation of Goods, Travel Cost (Both domestic and international),
Rents, Contractual Services, Indirect Cost, DPLs, and Honoraria etc. Capital cost includes
permanent research equipment’s etc. and should not exceed 40%of the total cost. Building
construction is not an item covered by the grantprogram.
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Annex-XIV

GUIDE LINES FOR THE COMPLETION OF ALP
PROFORMA-II-A
The mid-year six monthly research reports is to be submitted six months after the start of
the project. The guidelines for preparation of mid-year reports are given as under:
TitlePage:

The following information (1 – 8) should be tabulated on the titlepage:

1. ProjectTitle

2. Name of the PrincipalInvestigator

3. OverseasCooperatingScientists/Organization

4. ProjectDuration

5.ProjectStatus

6. TotalCost

7. Expenditure during thereportingperiod

8.Objectives

9. Accomplishments: List each activity briefly and clearly resultingin a single output.
The output comprises of the distilled results highlighting the effect of a particular
intervention. The benefit is the gain in terms of social, economic and
environmental terms due to practical use of the output. Please indicate how the
output benefits the end users and what technology transfer method should be
adopted.
(Note: The accomplishments should not be comprises more than two pages).
10.

SignificantFinding:

Selfexplanatory

11.

Endorsement: The report should be signed by Principal Investigator and
Institutional Head or a person authorized on hisbehalf.

Note:
1.

Table of Contents: The report should contain table of contents along with pageNo

2.

Report Size: Report be prepared on 8 ½ x 11 ¾ size paper typed recto-verso in 1
½ space.

3.

CopiesRequired:

Four (4) copies of midyear report shouldbesubmitted

the ALP Secretariat,PARC.
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to

Annex-XV

GUIDE LINES FOR THE COMPLETION OF ALP PROFORMA-II-B
The annual research report to be submitted one year after the start of the project and annually
thereafter except at the end of the final year of the grant, when a final report is prepared. The
guidelines for preparation of First/Second Annual Technical Reports are given as under:
Title Page:

9.

The following information (1 –8) should be tabulated on the title page:

1.

ProjectTitle

2.

Name of the PrincipalInvestigator

3.

Overseas CooperatingScientists/Organization

4.

ProjectDuration

5.

ProjectStatus

6.

TotalCost

7.

Expenditure during the reportingperiod

8.

Objectives

Progress Summary: A clear and concise statement in non-technical language, including

an explanation of the research problem and results achieved during the report period be given on
a separatepage.
10.

Detailed Progress Report: This section of the report should be prepared in a style

similar to scientific papers for publication, except that it should contain more substantiating data
and other details than would normally be sued in such a publication. The detailed report should
consist of thefollowing:
i)

Statement of Problems: A concise statement of the problem, a brief summary of
previous knowledge in the field of research and specific objective to be achieved during
the reportperiod.

ii)

Experiment Procedures/Design: The procedure/methodology used for research work
during the report period be described. There is no need to give every individual
experiment or the routine techniques where identifications by name or reference would be
sufficient. If new procedures have been developed, old procedures modified or unusual
measurementsorcalculationsmade,theseshouldbedescribedwithsufficientdetailsto
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enable other trained scientists to conduct similar experiments. In case a new or modified
equipment has been developed, its detailed description, preferably with drawings, should be
included.
iii)

Results and Expected Benefits: The accomplishments made during report period in
achieving the project objectives be described along with pertinent data. The benefits of
the accomplishments may also bedescribed.

iv)

Conclusions: A brief statement of one or two paragraphs, describing the conclusions
drawn from the data collected/results achieved, begiven.

v)

Future PlanofWork:

Abriefoutlineoftheresearchtobeundertakenandthe approach

to be used for achieving the project objectives during the next year begiven.
vi)

Publications: State if the project results so far achieved are published/submitted for
publication during the report period. If so, the details thereof begiven.

vii)

GraduateStudents/Degrees:

Indicate

whether

the

research

staff

u n d e r t h i s project is registered for M. Phil./ Ph.D. Degrees. If So, The topic of their
thesis along with copy of their registration certificate beprovided.
viii)

List of Scientists Involved InThisProject:

Scientists and other personnelwho

have been actively involved in this project along with percentage of their time devoted
during the report period be listedhere.
ix)

National/International Linkages Developed: A brief outline of National/ International
Linkages developed during the reporting period may bedescribed.

11.

Endorsement: The report should be signed by Principal Investigator and Institutional
Head or a person authorized on hisbehalf.

Note:
1.

TableofContents:

The report should contain table of contents alongwith PageNo.

2.

ReportSize:

Report be prepared on 8 ½ x 11 ¾ size paper typed recto-verso in1

½ space.
3.

CopiesRequired:

Four (4) copies of annual report should be submitted to theALP
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Annex-XVI

GUIDE FOR COMPLETION OF ALP PROFORMA-II-C
Final reports are considered as public information, therefore, a good final report is
essential to indicate the successful completion of a project. The report should be prepared as to
provide a complete and logical story of the research accomplishments including the project
objectives and significance of the results obtained. Data obtained during the early years of the
project should be-evaluated in the light of later experiments, to ensure that no important points
have been overlooked or given improper emphasis in earlier reports. The guidelines to fill the
format of final report are as under:
Title Page:

9.

The following information (1 – 8) should be tabulated on the title page:

2. ProjectTitle

2. Name of the PrincipalInvestigator

4. OverseasCooperatingScientists/Organization

4. ProjectDuration

5. ProjectStatus

6. TotalCost

7. Expenditure during thereportingperiod

8.Objectives

Project Summary: A clear and concise statement in non-technical language, including

an explanation of the research problem and results achieved during the report period be given on
a separatepage.
10.

Detailed Progress Report: This section of the report should be prepared in a style

similar to scientific papers for publication, except that it should contain more substantiating data
and other details than would normally be sued in such a publication. The detailed report should
consist of thefollowing:
i)

Statement of Problems: A concise statement of the problem, a brief summary of previous
knowledge in the field of research and specific objective to be achieved during the
reportperiod.

ii)

Experiment Procedures/design: The procedure/methodology used for research work
during the report period be described. There is no need to give every individual
experiment or the routine techniques where identifications by name or reference would be
sufficient. If new procedures have been developed, old procedures modified or unusual
measurementsorcalculationsmade,theseshouldbedescribedwithsufficientdetailsto
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enable other trained scientists to conduct similar experiment. In case a new or modified
equipment has been developed, its detailed description, preferably with drawings, should
be included.
iii)

Results and Expected Benefits: The accomplishments made during report period in
achieving the project objectives be described along with pertinent data. The benefits of
the accomplishments may also bedescribed.

iv)

Conclusions: Abriefstatementofoneortwoparagraphs,describingtheconclusionsdrawn
from the data collected/results achieved, begiven.

v)

Future PlanofWork:

Abriefoutlineoftheresearchtobeundertakenandthe approach

to be used for achieving the project objectives during the next year begiven.
vi)

Publications/ Patent Application: All publications resulting from this research

be

listed by giving exact title, authors, journals, volume, page number and date. Whether the
manuscripts and reprints have been submitted/ accepted for publication patent
applications filed/ to be filed may also beidentified.
vii)

GraduateDegrees:

Indicate whether the research staff under this projectisregistered

for M. Phil./Ph.D. degrees. If so, the topic of their thesis alongwith copy of their
Registration Certificate beprovided.
viii)

List of Scientists Involved in this Project: Scientists and other personnel who have
been actively involved in this project alongwith percentage of their time devotedduring
the report period be listedhere.

ix)

National/International Linkages Developed: A brief outline of National/International
Linkages developed during the reporting period may bedescribed.

11.

Need for Additional Research: Any phase of the research on which further work is
desirable, including observations on work which could not be pursued, beidentified.

12.

Endorsement: The report should be signed by Principal Investigator and Institutional
Head or a person authorized on hisbehalf.

Note: Tableofcontents:

The report should contain table of contents

alongwithpageNoReport Size: Report be prepared on 8 ½ x 11 ¾ size paper typed recto-verso
in 1 ½ space. Copies Required: Four (4) copies of annual report are to be submitted to the
ALPSecretariat.
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Annex-XVII

RIGHTS & DUTIES OF PROJECT MANAGERS / PARB UNDER PARB FUNDED
PROJECTS
AGREEMENT FOR PARB-CGS PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION AND FINANCING
THIS AGREEMENT FOR PROJECT IMPLLEMENTATION AND FINANCING (hereinafter
referred to as the "Agreement") is made at Lahoreon
and

financing of

Rs.

PARB approved

project

dayof
No.

, 200 for implementation
titled “

” costing

million as appended to thisAgreement.

This agreement is by and between:The Punjab Agricultural Research Board (PARB), a body corporate established under the Act XIV of 1997
acting through Dr. Mubarik Ali, Chief Executive, Punjab Agricultural Research Board (PARB),
(hereinafter referred to as the "Board" where the context so permits shall mean and include its successors
in interest and permitted assigns) of the FirstPart.
AND
The

(name of the host institution) acting

through Mr./Ms./Dr.

(hereinafterreferredtoasthe"ProjectManager"wherethecontextsopermitsshallmeanand

include

its

successors in interest and permitted assigns) of the SecondPart.
AND
The

name of the host institution) actingthrough Mr./Ms./Dr.

(hereinafter referred to as the “Head of the Host Institution” where the context so permitsshall mean and
include its successors in interest and permitted assigns) of the SecondPart.
AND
The

nameofthehostorganization)actingthroughMr./Ms./Dr.

(hereinafter referred to as the “Head of the Host Organization” where the context sopermits shall
mean and include its successors in interest and permitted assigns) of the SecondPart.

AND
The

(nameofthecollaboratinginstitution-1)actingthroughMr./Ms./Dr.

(hereinafterreferredtoasthe“TeamLeader-1”wherethecontextsopermitsshallmeanand include its
successors

in

interest

and

permitted
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assigns)

of

the

ThirdParty

AND
The

(nameofthecollaboratinginstitution-1)actingthroughMr./Ms./Dr.

(hereinafterreferredtoasthe“HeadoftheCollaboratingInstitution-1”wherethecontextsopermits
shall mean and include its successors-in-interest and permitted assigns) of the ThirdPart.
AND
The

(nameofthecollaboratingorganization-

1)actingthroughMr./Ms./Dr.(hereinafter referred to as the “Head of the Collaborating
Organization-1” where the context so permits shall mean and include its successors in interest
and permitted assigns) of the ThirdPart.
Note:- Add more collaborating institution (s)/organization(s), if required
WHEREAS:The parties to the Agreement desire to produce their entire understanding into writing. Hence,
they have entered into the Agreement on the terms and conditions stated below.
NOW THEREFORE:It is declared that in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants made herein, the parties
agree as follows which will form part and parcel of the Agreement: 1.

Rights and Obligations of theBoard

1.1

The Board shall be obligated and responsible to release the budget as approved inthe
Project.

1.2

The first Installment of the budget shall be released by the Board within one month from
the date of signing theAgreement.

1.3

The second and ensuing Instalments shall be made on bi-annual basis within one month
after submission of the satisfactory progress report by the Project Manager on duedates.

1.4

The Chief Executive (on behalf of the Board) shall have the unconditional rights to retain
or withhold any payment of the budget or part thereof or even terminate the project
where anyone or more of the following circumstances exist. The action taken shall be
informed to the Board in forthcomingmeeting:(a)

The PM/TL charges any of the PARB funded activity from another funding
source.

(b)

The Project Manager fails to provide satisfactory progress report on duedate(s).

(c)

The Project fails to achieve its milestone(s) by the due date(s) as reported bythe
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Monitoring and Evaluation Division ofPARB.
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(d)

The Misuse of budget by the Project Manager/Team Leader(s) for any of the
followingreasons:(i) Expenditures not stated in the Budget details and for which prior written
approval had not been obtained from the CompetentAuthority;
(ii) Diversion of budget from one head to another head in excess of Rs. 50,000/in a year without prior written consent of theBoard;
(iii) Failure to disburse budget to the collaborating institutions as agreed in the
project.

(e)

The Host/Collaborating Organization(s) fails to designate a replacement of the
Project Manager/Team Leader/scientist(s) working for the project who resigns,
transferred, dies or retires from theInstitution.

(f)

Any other unforeseen reason where it is not possible for the Board to continue
funding theproject.

1.5

The Chief Executive (CE) shall have the right to terminate the authority of the Project
Manager to manage the Project, provided that the CE receives information or is notified
that the Project Manager is unable for any reasons whatsoever to perform his/her
functions. The CE shall have the right to find the suitable replacement for the Project
Manager who shall be recommended by the Host Organization. The action taken shall be
informed to the Board lateron.

1.6

If performance of any project or its component or any activity of the project is found
unsatisfactory, the Board shall have the authority to terminate or transfer that project,
component or activity to other institution ororganization.

1.7

The Board shall have the equal rights in IPRs with host/collaborating organization(s), in
respect of titles and interest in any output that results from theProject.

2.
2.1

Disbursement ofFunds
The Chief Executive (CE) (on behalf of the Board) shall transfer all the funds into the
Project Account of the host institution to be operated jointly by the Project Manager and
the head of the host Institution/organization or his/her representative. The action taken
shall be informed to the Board lateron.

2.2

The budget share of the collaborating institution(s) shall be transferred by the Project
Manager to the Project Account(s) of the collaborating institution(s) to beoperated
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jointly by the Team Leader and the head of the collaborating institution(s)/organization(s)
or his/her/their representative(s).
3.

Rights and Duties of the Project Manager/Team Leader andScientist(s)

3.1

The Project Manager/Team Leader(s) shall be responsible to employ the project staff
(Research Associates and contingent paid labour) of his/her/their component(s) and that
project staff shall be the employee of the Project Manager/Team Leader(s) and shall have
no obligation with theBoard;

3.2

The Project Manager/Team Leader(s) shall be solely responsible for paying
salaries/remuneration of the project staff on time @ approved in theproject.

3.3

The Project Manager/Team Leader(s) as convenor of the Recruitment Committee shall
appoint project staff on the recommendations of the Recruitment Committee(s)
constituted

by

the

Head

of

the

Host/Collaborating

Organization(s).

The

Host/Collaborating Organization(s) will notify the recruitment to PARB along with the
CV of the selectedperson.
3.4

The Project Manager/Team Leader(s) shall have the authority to terminate any project
employee under intimation to PARB, host/collaborating institution/ organization, and
appoint his/her substitute as and when necessary following the same procedure as
prescribed in3.3.

3.4

The Project Manager/Team Leader(s) shall maintain project account(s) in respect of all
the expenditure under different head(s) of account for the purpose of audit in accordance
with the practices prevailing in the host/collaboratingorganization(s).

3.5

The Project Manager/Team Leader(s) shall be personally liable to refund any unspent
amount or the amount(s) of the budget that has been utilized for the purpose other than
theProject.

3.6

The Project Manager shall have the right(s) to receive incentive which shall be as
depicted in the project document with the approval of the Chief Executive PARB on
annual basis subject to submission of satisfactory progressreport(s).

3.7

The Project Manager shall have the right(s) to receive incentive to the tune of 1% of the
actual funds utilized during the year. The incentive shall be paid subject to satisfactory
completion of the Key Performance Indicator (milestone). This incentive shall be
disbursedwiththeapprovaloftheChiefExecutivePARBonannualbasissubjectto
submission of satisfactory progress report(s).
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3.8

The Project Manager shall intimate the Chief Executive (on behalf of the Board), in case
further release of the share of the instalment is to be withheld for any Collaborating
Institution(s) because of its/their unsatisfactory performance. The action shall be
informed to the Board lateron.

3.9

The Team Leader and the scientists (except project employees) of the host/ collaborating
institution(s) working for a particular project activity shall be entitled to receive incentive
to the tune of 5% of the actual funds utilized during the year for that activity equally or
according to the ratio specified in the Project on annual basis. This incentive shall be
disbursed with the approval of the Project Manager. The incentive shall be paid on the
achievement of KPIs of activities to be completed everyyear.
Note:1. The share of PM shall be approved by the CEPARB
2. The share of the scientists of the host/collaborating institutes shall be approved by the
concernedPM/TL.
3. If PM/TL desire, the incentive amount can be directly released to them and they can
distribute it among project scientists according to the prescribed share in the PC-1 with
intimation toPARB.

3.10

The Project Manager shall have full financial powers and administrative control overthe
entire Project activities and be responsible for supervising the entire Project and shall
coordinate and collaborate with the Host/CollaboratingInstitution(s)/Organization(s).

3.11

The Team Leader(s) shall have full financial powers and administrative control over the
Project activities of his/her/their component(s) and be responsible for supervising the
Project activities of his/her/their component(s) and shall coordinate and collaborate with
the Host/collaboratinginstitution(s)/Organization(s).

4.
4.1

Rights and Duties of the Host/CollaboratingOrganization(s)/Institution(s)
The host/collaborating Organization(s)/Institution(s) shall provide complete support for
the establishment and operation of the Project and also provide other facilities including
its staff, land, building, laboratories, machinery, equipment, plant transport, and other
amenities including utilities and services etc. until the Project is completed or the Project
is terminated by theBoard.
4.2

TheHostInstitute/OrganizationandCollaboratingInstitute(s)/organization(s)
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shall provide suitable replacement of the Project Manager/Team Leader(s)/ scientist(s), if
any of them resigns, is transferred, dies or retires. Note:1) The replacement of PM/TL as provided by the Host Institute/Organization shall be got
approved from the Chief Executive, PARBand;
2) The replacement of the scientists shall be made by the concerned PM/TL under
intimation toPARB
4.3

The 35% of the Management Fee shall be available to the Head of the Host/Collaborating
Organization(s) and 65% of the Management Fee shall be utilized by the Project
Manager/Team Leader(s) in their respective Institution(s). The negative list for utilization
of Management fee shall be notifiedseparately.

4.4

The entire amount of management fee released as part and parcel of the budget shall be
kept in the project account(s) of the Project Manager/Team Leader(s) from where it
would be disbursed by the Project Manager/Team Leader(s) and its account will also be
maintained in proper manner for audit by the Project Manager/Team Leader(s).

4.5

The Project Manager/Team leader(s) shall use all its resources and endeavours to meet all
the milestone(s) specified in the Project by their due date(s) as specified there under. In
case of failure to achieve the milestones by due dates, intimation of such an event shall be
given to the Board within seven days of such event takingplace.

5.

GeneralProvisions:

5.1

It is agreed by all the parties to the contract that, in case, the Board terminates the
project or withholds or suspends making Payment of the budget for anyone or more of
the reasons specified in clause 1.4 above, the Parties shall be bound by it and such
decision of the Board shall be final and conclusive against all theParties.

5.2

The dispute arising out of or related to the Agreement regarding performance or non
performance of any part of the Agreement or relating to any of the terms and conditions
of the Agreement or regarding any breach of obligation or duty under this Agreement
shall be settled in the followingmanner:-

(1) The parties to the dispute shall enter into negotiations that shall be presided by the Chief
Executive of the Board whose decision shall be final.
In case any party to the agreement is aggrieved of any decision of the Board, the matter or
dispute may be referred to Arbitration by serving a notice to appoint an Arbitrator, who shall be
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appointed by the Chairman Board whose decision/award shall be final and binding on all the
parties to the dispute and such decision/award shall be made as rule of the Court.
(iii) However, no notice for appointment of arbitrator or reference to arbitration may be made
under Clause 5.2 above without complying with Clause 5.2(i)first.
5.3

It is agreed between the parties to the Agreement that each and every clause of the
Agreement is a separate and independent clause. In case any clause or more clauses of
theAgreementis(are)foundtobeillegal,orunenforceable,thentheonlysuchclause
(s) or portion (s) thereof shall be treated as void without prejudice to the enforceability
and legality of the other clauses and the remaining Agreement shall continue to be valid
and binding between the parties.

5.4

All the provisions of the project annexed to this agreement whether included in the
agreement or not shall be a binding on all theparties.

5.5

In case, the costs of the project escalate or the Budget becomes insufficient or is
estimated to be inadequate, the Host/Collaborating Institution(s)/Organization(s) shall
have any right nor any expectation to seek or demand further fund (s) from the Board,
however, the Board may, in its sole discretion, agree to provide the fund (s) over and
above the Budget approved by it, without any obligation of doingso.

5.6

At the time of termination of the Project or upon its completion, all the assets/stores
procured by the project funds, shall vest in the Board, unless the Board agrees in writing
to convey its rights and titles in these assets/stores to the Host/Collaborating
Organization(s) as the case may be. In case the assets/stores are not transferred by the
Board to the Host/Collaborating Institution(s)/organization(s), the Board shall have the
right to transfer or dispose off any or all the assets/stores that may have been acquired for
the purpose of establishment and operation of theProject.

5.7. All project related foreign trips will be got approved from the Chief Executive PARB before
commencement, and NOC will be required from the Competent Authority.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the following parties (for or on behalf of the party) have put their
respective signatures on the date, month and year written above.
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Project Manager

Witness 1

Witness 2

Name
Designation
Address
CNIC No
Signature with Seal

Head of the Host Institution

Head of the Host Organization

Name
Designation
Address
CNIC No
Signature with Seal

Team Leader-I

Head of the Collaborating Institution-I

Name
Designation
Address
CNIC No
Signature with Seal
Head of the Collaborating Organization-I
Name
Designation
Address
CNIC No
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Signature with Seal
Note:- Add more Team Leaders, collaborating institution (s) and organization(s), if
needed
For and on behalf of the Board
Name
Designation

Chief Executive

Address

Punjab Agricultural Research Board, 3rd Floor Zari Taraqiati Bank
Building, Bank Square, 47-The Mall, Lahore.

CNIC No
Signature with Seal
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Annex-XVIII
Lahore Garrison University, ENDOWMENT FUND SECRETARIAT
Phone:
Email:

GUIDELINES FOR THE COMPLETION OF DEMONSTRATION PROJECT PROPOSAL
1. Title: Title should be brief accurate and must beself-explanatory.
2. Applicant’s Details: (a, b & c at Sr. No. 2) Principal Investigator with the help of CoPrincipal Investigator (s) will be responsible for implementation and will participate in it. In
addition to the Principal Investigator, a list of professional, technical and other personnel to be
engaged in the project along with their qualifications, experience and duties should be given.
The Bio-data of Principal Investigator should also be annexed with the proposal to judge the
competence of Investigators. Attach a list of research publications carried out by the PI during
the last 5years.
3. Total Cost: Mention total budget requirement according to the AnnexureTT-C.
4. Location:GivedetailsofInstitute/Departmentandfieldlocationswheretheworkwillbedone.
5. Duration: Give time (months) required for completion of the proposal. A period of 36 months
would normally be appropriate andpreferred.
6. Existing Situation, Justification and Scope: A statement of the problems, significance of the
project for sustainable agriculture and explain how the proposal is important and beneficial to
the society. Also give a brief statement of prior work that supports the need to do this work and
on which the work proposed in this application is based. The proposal should be well oriented
and well focused for finding a solution to a problem. Please also review the similar work being
doneelsewhereoralreadydone,particularlyinPakistanandensurethatthereisnoduplication.
7. Give brief overview of the technology to be demonstrated. The said technology should be a
cutting edge technology and must contribute to the enhancement of agriculture production in
thecountry.
8. Objectives: Objectives represent the desired future situation giving solution to the identified
problems. The objectives should be specific and in quantitative terms. Please do not give
statement like, “it will increase agricultural production in thecountry.”
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9. Methodology proposed: Detailed description of the methods to be used. It is valuable to break
the activities up into specific tasks, which can each be assessed and linked to proposal
objectives.Givedetailsofthetypeofdatatobecollectedandanalyzed.
10. Plan of Work: Briefly state the major activities year-wise and their location and the
scientist(s)incharge.Forscheduleofactivities,useaChart(exampleatAnnexureTT-D).
11. State if the project has been submitted to any other funding agency for financial
support. If so with whatresults?
The investigators often submit their proposals to more than one funding agency. It is
therefore, appropriate to provide the information to avoid any complication.
12.

Give detail of other projects separately being run by the PI and Co-PI. along with
the status of the project i.e its duration (from-to) and responsibility as PI orCo-PI.
This information is required to assess the pre-engagement of the scientists and to ensure
their maximum availability to run this project smoothly.

13.

Budget Summary: This contains only the three lines summary items of funds required
from the EFS. Full budget details are required according to the Annexure TT-C. Include a
brief justification for the purchase of any capital equipment item over Rs. 100,000/- and for
any overseas travelsrequested.

•

Operating Expenses: These includes Honoraria, TA/DA to officers/staff, transportation of
goods, supplies/material, rents, repair &maintenance, contractual services, DPLs, research
fellow/contractual staff, travel cost (both domestic & int.) cost of tech. dissemination etc.
Theproportionofthiscomponentshouldbenotlessthan80%oftotalcost.

•

CapitalExpenses:Theseincludepermanentequipmentsetc.upto20%oftotalcost.

14. Certification: The PI of the project is required to certify that “The information given in the
proposal is accurate and the proposal will be executed in accordance with the agreement with
LGU. That the PI will complete the proposed work plan and the results/outcomes of the
project will be shared withLGU”.
(In case of faculty members from LGU, certification is required from the Deans/Director
concerned and Director ORIC. If Dean/Director himself is PI, certification from the Director
ORIC is acceptable. Literature Cited: All the references cited in the text should be enlisted
in alphabetical order following “Author-Year-Title-Source” System. Copies Required: Four
copies along with a soft copy should be submitted to the EFS, LGU through proper channel.
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Annex-XIX
Lahore Garrison University
ENDOWMENT FUND SECRETARIAT
Phone:
Email:
GUIDELINES FOR THE COMPLETION OF SIX MONTHLY TECHNICAL PROGRESS
REPORT (ANNEXURE TT-E)
This report is to be submitted six monthly after the start of the project. The guidelines for
preparation of this report are given below:
Title Page: The following information (1 – 8) should be tabulated on the titlepage:
ProjectTitle
Name of the PrincipalInvestigator
Name of theCo-Principal Investigator
OverseasCooperatingScientists/Organization
ProjectDuration
ProjectStatus
TotalCost
Expenditure during thereportingperiod
Objectives
1. Accomplishments:Listeachactivitybrieflyandclearlyresultinginasingleoutput.
The output comprises the distilled results highlighting the effect of a particular intervention.
The benefit is the gain in terms of social, economic and environmental terms due to practical
useoftheoutput.Pleaseindicatehowtheoutputwillbenefittheendusersandwhattechnology transfer
methods should beadopted.
2. SignificantFinding:

Selfexplanatory

3. Bottlenecks/Constraints: BeSpecific.
4. Literature Cited: All the citations in text must be enlisted in alphabetical order following
Author-Year-title-SourceSystem.
5. The report should be signed by Principal Investigator and Institutional Head or a person
authorized on hisbehalf.
NOTE:
Table of Contents: The report should contain a Table of Contents along with page numbers.
Report Size: Report be prepared on 8 ½ x 11 ¾ (A-4) size paper typed recto-verso in 1 ½ space.
Copies Required: Four copies along with a soft copy should be submitted to the FDTTPC
Secretariat, LGU.
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Annex-XX
Lahore Garrison University
ENDOWMENT FUND SECRETARIAT
Phone:
Email:
GUIDELINES FOR THE COMPLETION/FINAL
(TECHNICAL) REPORT
Final/Completion reports are considered as public information; therefore, a good final
report is essential to indicate the successful completion of a project. The report should be
prepared as to provide a complete and logical story of the accomplishments including the project
objectives and significance of the results obtained. Data obtained during the early years of the
project should be evaluated in the light of later experiments, to ensure that no important points
have been overlooked or given improper emphasis in earlier reports. The guidelines to fill the
format of Final/Completion report are as under: (The PIs should also have a look on the
evaluation proforma for the completion report to be filled by experts)
(Ask EFS for Project identification number)
Title Page: The Outer cover (follow the format given at the end)
The following information (1 – 7) should be tabulated on the first page.
1. ProjectTitle
2. Name of the PrincipalInvestigator
3. Name of the Co-PrincipalInvestigator
4. Overseas cooperatingScientists/Organization
5. ProjectDuration
6. TotalCost
7. Expenditure during the ReportingPeriod
8. Objectives: As in Project Proposal/InceptionReport
Executive Summary: A clear and concise statement in easy language, including an
explanation of the problem and results achieved during the report period may be given on a
separate page.
9. Detailed Progress Report (for the entire period of the project): This section of the report
should be prepared in a style similar to scientific papers for publication, except that it should
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contain more substantiating data and other details than would normally be sued in such a
publication. The detailed report should consist of the following:
i. Statement of Problem: A concise statement of the problem, a brief summary of previous
knowledge and specific objective to be achieved during the reportperiod.
ii. Experimental Procedures/design: The procedure/methodology used during the report
period should be described. There is no need to give every individual experiment or the
routine techniques where identifications by name or reference would be sufficient. If new
procedures have been developed, old procedures modified or unusual measurements or
calculations made, these should be described with sufficient details to enable other trained
scientists to conduct similar experiment. In case new or modified equipment has been
developed, its detailed description, preferably with drawings, should beincluded.
iii. Results and Benefits: The accomplishments made during report period in achieving the
project objectives should be described along with pertinent data. The benefits of the
accomplishments must also bedescribed.
iv. Technology Transfer: Give detailed report of all activities and events, (Farmer
days/meeting, Demos, Exhibitions, training, etc), conducted for Technology Transfer during
the period underreport
v. Summary: A summary of results highlighting the significant achievements and
impact/outcome of the technology transfer activities may bestated.
vi. Conclusions: A brief statement of one or two paragraphs, describing the conclusions
drawn from the data collected/results achieved, should begiven.
vii. Publications/ Patent Application: All publications resulting from this project may be
listed by giving exact title, authors, journals, volume, page number and date following
Author-Year-Title-Source System. Whether the manuscripts and reprints have been
submitted/ accepted for publication patent applications filed/ to be filed may also be
identified.
viii. Graduate Students/Degrees: Indicate whether the research fellows/students involved in
this project were registered for M.Sc./M. Phil./Ph.D. degrees. If so, the topic of their thesis
along with copy of their Registration Certificate may be provided. Copy of the thesis based
on the project result must be submitted to Endowment FundSecretariat.
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ix. List of Scientists Involved in this Project: Scientists and other personnel who have been
actively involved in this project along with percentage of their time devoted during the
report period may be listedhere.
x. National/International Linkages Developed: A brief outline of National/International
Linkages developed during the reporting period may bedescribed.
11. Need for Additional Research: Any phase of the project on which further researchwork
is desirable, including observations on work which could not be pursued, beidentified.
12. Bottlenecks/Constraints: Brief and Specific forConsideration.
13. Literature Cited: All the references cited in text should be enlisted in alphabetical order
following Author-Year-Title-SourceSystem.
14.

Brief report of the entire project that can be published for general understanding of
the non-technical readers (one page). A one page brief of the project is required that
should be easy to understand the project activities and outcome for the understanding of
general/non-technical readers. Include 2 – 4 most significantpictures)

Note: The report should be signed by Principal Investigator, Co-Principal Investigator, Director
ORIC (for Universities) and Institutional Head or a person authorized on his behalf.
Table of Contents: The report should contain a Table of Contents along with page numbers.
Paper Size: Report be prepared on 8 ½ x 11 ¾ (A-4) size paper typed recto-verso in 1 ½ space.
Copies Required: Six (6) copies of Final/Completion Report (Both hard + soft)should be
submitted to the EFS, LGU.
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Annex-XXI

PROFORMA FOR PROGRESS REPORT OF THE STUDENTS UNDER INTERNSHIP
PROGRAM
1

Name of the student with parentage

2

Regd. No. and CNIC. NO.

3

Name of parent department at LGU

4

Name of host department where students has been placed for internship

5

Name of internship station where student actually working

6

Evaluation

I

Attendance (min. 75%) 20 marks

Ii

Task completed during the stipulated period (quantifiable terms) 50 marks

Iii

Quality of tasks completed (e.g. excellent good average, below averafe)

Iv

Research/ outreach aptitude 30 marks

V

Remarks of Internship Station Supervisor (ISS)

STAMP AND SIGNATURE OF ISS

COUNTERS SIGNERS BY HEAD OF DEPARTMENT
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Annex-XXII

POLICY GUIDELINES REGARDING INTERNSHIP
The evaluation reports of internees having marks out of 100 after receiving the
reports from for the Internship Station Supervisors (ISS), policy guidelines are as under:
•

Marks obtained by the internees during special campaigns out of 100 will be included in
the regular internship of thesemester.

•

Students will go for study tour during internship as amandate.

•

The total time period for special campaigns will be included in the regularinternship.

The following policy guidelines have been framed for approval of the competent authority
/statutory body:1. Internship program carries a total of 200 marks as per following breakup ofmarks:
S.No.

Criteria

%age

Marks

I

Evaluation by the host institution

25

20*+30=50

II

Evaluation by the parent department/institute
a) Comprehensive Exam.

25

50

b) Presentation + Oral Exam

25

25+25

12.5

25

12.5

25

c) Internship report
III

Study tours
Total

200

(*) 20 marks are dedicated for wheat internship. If this activity is repeated in future, the same
division of marks may be followed. In case special campaigns are not initialed, a total of 50
marks would be dedicated for evaluation by the host institution during the internship program.
2. The study tours should be included in the finalsemester

100

3. The split up of the final semester is asunder:
S.#

Activity

Duration

1

Enrolment

1 Week

2

Training/orientation at the departments/institutes

1 Week

3

Study tours

1 Week

4

Internship at the assigned station

12 Week

5

Presentation of individual students in the dept./institutes

1 Week

6

Oral examination of individual students in the dept./institutes 1 Week

7

Written examination in the dept./institutes

1 Week

Total

18 Week
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Annex-XXIII
Lahore Garrison University
(Academic Section)
Dated: -----NOTIFICATION
No.A-2/-----

On the recommendations of the committee constitutedforthe

purpose, the Vice Chancellor has been pleased to approve SOPs for placement of interneesat
LGU under Punjab Youth Internship Program ------ asfollows:
a. The ORIC will act as Focal Point for dealing with internees placed by DO (HRM)
Faisalabad and without clearance by ORIC no letter will be issued by any facultymember
to the internee for payment of stipend/ attendance reportetc.
b. If an internee placed at LGU is already receiving any scholarship/financial assistance by
any source, it will be stopped during the internship period. He/she will refund if
scholarship/financial assistant received, after joining as internee atLGU.
c. The ORIC will identify the department/institute before placement of the internees (as per
professional degree/diploma of the internee) and it will ensure that the internee may not
be placed in the parent department (if the internee is LGUAlumni)
d. The internees will only be entertained at LGU having placement/offer letters issued by
DO (HRM) Faisalabad. Those internees who were sent by APTAMA must revalidate
their placement letters from DO (HRM),Faisalabad.
e. The Director of the Institute/Chairperson of the department will not issue attendance /
absent/progress report of the internee directly to DO (HRM). It will be routed through
ORIC.
(Sd/-

REGISTRAR
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Annex-XXIV

INCUBATEE APPLICATION FORM
1. Applicant Details (for Business initiator)
Full Name:

Member/Associate member Chamber of Commerce & Industry

CNIC:

NTN: Gender

Yes
No

Postal Address (for correspondence
Business address
Business activity
Partners if any
Telephone No.

Fax
No.

Mobile

E-mail

2. Business Activity Detail
Year operations started

Ownership/management structure

Main business activities
Description of product range
Markets served
Total value of
assets(Rs.)

Value Total liabilities (Rs.)
of
capital
(Rs.)

Full time
employees

Other information relating
to existing operation
Product of BIC wanted to
commercialize
Focal person for contact
3. Declaration by applicant:
I the undersigned, duly understand, affirm and certify that:
• I am fully authorized to represent my business and/or business associates onits/their
behalf.
•

I am completely aware of the applicable terms and conditions in applying toBIC

•

I will pay the charges agreed uponfor
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•

I have submitted the business plan with the application for utilization of the servicesof
BIC

•

I shall submit all required documents and cooperate with BIC in everyrespect.

•

BIC reserves the right to accept or reject any application, at any stage. BICs decisionto
my/our application will be final and incontestable and applicant will not appeal against
thedecision.

•

The information provided in this application is correct to the best of my knowledge&
belief.

Name

Designation

CNIC#

Signature & Date:
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Annex-XXV
FORM P-1 FOR PATENT REGISTRATION
Patents Ordinance, 2000
Application for patent when the true and
first inventor is sole or joint applicant
(Section 13(1) (Rule 8(1))
(To be accompanied in duplicate by a
Provisional Specification on Form P-3 or the
Complete Specification on Form P-3A)

Form P-1
Fee: Rs.

I (or we)
Insert (in full) the
name, address, and
nationality of the
applicant or
applicants.
Insert title of the invention.
Insert who is the inventor.
State here whether the
specification
accompanying this form is
form is “provisional” or
“complete”.
Insert number of sheets of
the Description, Claim(s),
Abstract, and Drawing(s).
Insert address for
service in
Pakistan.
Insert name,
designation and
address of the
signatory. In case
of Agent, also
include latest telecommunication
details.

hereby declare that: (i) I am in possession of an inventionfor
;(ii) that I (orwe)(orthe
said)(
) claim to be thetrueandfirst
inventorthereof;
(iii)
that the invention is not in use in Pakistan by any otherperson;
(iv)
thatthe
specification
filedwiththisapplication is, and any amended specification which may
hereafter be filed in this behalf will be, true of the invention to which
this applicationrelates;
(v)

that following are particulars of my application,
Description:
Claim (s):
Abstract:
Drawing (s):
Address for service in Pakistan:
I (or we) humbly pray that a patent may be granted to me (or us)
for the said invention.
Datedthis
dayof
_, 20
Signature
Name:
Designation:
Address:
To
Controller of Patents
The Patent Office Karachi
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Annex-XXVI
FORM P-3 FOR PATENT REGISTRATION

Patents Ordinance, 2000

Form P-3
Fee: Rs.

Provisional Specification (Section 14)
(To be supplied in duplicate with Forms P-1, P-1A, P-1B or P-1C)

Insert title verbally
agreeing with that
in the application
form.

Insert (in full) the
name, address, and
nationality of the
applicant or
applicants.

The following specification particularly describes the nature of this
invention:-

Here begin description
of the nature of the
invention.

Datedthis

dayof
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Annex-XXVII
FORM P-3A 1 FOR PATENT REGISTRATION
Form P-3A
Patents Ordinance, 2000
Fee: Rs

Application for complete specification (Section 14)

Insert title
verbally

be supplied in duplicate with Forms P-2, P-2A, P-2B or P-2C or

agreeing with

Forms P-1, P-1A, P-1B or P-1C

that in the

(if a Provisional Specification is not accompanying))

application
form.
Insert (infull)
thename,
address,and
nationalityof
theapplicantor
applicants.
Insert

number

of

sheets

of

the

Description,
Claim(s),

Abstract,

andDrawing(s).

Description: (including this
page)
Claim (s):
Abstract:
Drawing (s):

Insert
address for
service in
Pakistan.
Here begin full
description of the
nature of the

Address for service in Pakistan:
The following specification particularly describes and ascertains the
nature of this invention and the manner in which it is to be
performed:Datedthis

dayof

invention.
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Annex-XXVIII
FORM P-17 FOR PATENT REGISTRATION
Form P-17
Patents Ordinance, 2000
Fee: Rs.

Application to amend specification when the
amendment is made to meet an objection
contained in an examiner’s report.
(Rule 28(8))
IN THE MATTER OF

Insert particulars
of the case.

I (or we)

Insert (in full) the
name, address, and
nationality.

Insert number and
date.

seek leave to amend the specification forPatent
No.
dated
.
We attach a copy of the amended specification along as well copy of the
as “as-filed” specification.

Insert date of the
Examination
Report.

My (or our) reasons for making this amendment is to meet the objection
contained in the ExaminerReportdated
dayof
,
20 .
My (or our) address for service in Pakistan is:-

Insert
address for
service
in
Pakistan.

Datedthis

dayof

Signature
Name:
Designation:

Insert name,
designation and
address of the
signatory. In case
of Agent, also

Address:
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, 20

include latest telecommunication
details.

To
Controller of Patents
The Patent Office
Karachi
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Annex-XXIX
PROCEDURE FOR ONLINE APPLICATION FILING FOR INDIGENOUS
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
Step1
For Online application form, please visit…
www.hec.gov.pk/indigenous
orhttp://scholarships.hec.gov.p
k

Step2:
Click on Scholarship Application form. The below mentioned screen will appear.
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Annex-XXX
Step 3
(iii)NewUsers
Sign up for new users. Fill the available information form and create profile.
(iv) Sign in for already have profile at HEC ( applied for attestation , JOB at HEC,
degree equivalencesystem)

Note: If you have already created user profile at HEC website while applying for job, degree
attestation etc, please enter your CNIC as User ID and password created at that time.
Forget Password
In case, you forget password, please click on Forget your Password option. HEC will
forward your password immediately on your email ID you provided at the time of creating
user profile.
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Annex-XXXI
Step4
After Creating profile/ or sign in following screen will appear.
Now Click Scholarship Period in last 30 days/ All Scholarship

Step 5
The following screen will appear
Now click on link pasted below:
Indigenous PhD fellowship for 5000 scholars-Phase-II
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Annex-XXXII
Step 6
Now scholarship detail will appear

Step 7
After creating profile Fill information available on page.
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Annex-XXXIII
To build a CV click on line CV Builder.

It is also required to fill in the information by clicking available tabs.
Save and submit
Note:
If there is something mandatory information missing, message alert will inform
accordingly.
Step 8
Those who have already have CV created they will get this screen. Which shows that their
application has been submitted
Now Take Print of the application form created for scholarship.
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Annex-XXXIV

INFORMATION REQUIRED ON COMPLETION ON Ph.D
a) Contact Detail of Scholar (Permanent/Correspondence & Email Address, Telephone
/Mobile Number)
b) Designation (ifemployed)
c) Name and Mailing Address of Employer (ifemployed)
d) Job description (ifemployed).
e) Name of Major Supervisor (along with emailaddress)
f) Name of Institution from where the person has graduated(PhD).
g) Year of Graduation(PhD)
h) Title ofDissertation
i) Key Words of the researchwork
j) Abstract ofDissertation
k) Name & Address of ExternalReviewers
l) Copy of PhD CompletionNotification/Degree
m) List of Publications (Journal as well as Conference) resulting from Dissertation work by
separately indicating Local and International publications. Publications submitted for
review should also belisted.
n) Hard & Soft Copy of thesis&publications.
o) Exact Date of Thesis submission andDefense
p) Copies of all relevant notifications in regard with thesis submission, evaluation, defense
and PhDcompletion
q) Consolidated Audited Statement of Expenditure (all the fundsreceived)
r) An essay on the work done highlighting its significance towards economic growth of the
country and also indicate the key area’s where it can beutilized.
s) Plagiarismreport
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Annex-XXXV

GUIDELINES FOR FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FUNDED BY HEC
A- Selection of Scholars According to HEC Criteria
Faculty Development Program (FDP) was initiated in year 2005 to strengthen the faculties of
public sector universities/degree awarding institutes (DAIs) of Pakistan so that the universities/
DAI are equipped with the faculties holding PhD degrees from the institutions of world reputed
in technologically advanced countries. The program supports the institutions with their
development projects approved from CDWP or ECNEC and comprises Human Resource
Development (HRD)component.
All Universities/ DAIs that are running FDP program under the umbrella of HEC have their own
approved PC-1 and are following the selection procedure and financial disbursement to the
scholars as laid in their PC-1. The role of HEC is to monitor and coordinate with the universities.
The Higher Education Commission (HEC) is required to arrange a Local GRE type test for the
selection of FDP scholarship through National Testing Service (NTS) for facilitation of the
Universities/ DAIs. The NTS invites the applications under authorization of Higher Education
Commission (HEC).
The Universities/ DAIs initiate the necessary process as per university selection procedure for
scholarship abroad and subsequently for faculty positions; process for admission in foreign
universities as per requirement of respective PC-1. However HEC representative is required to be
involved during the selection procedure
Basic Eligibility Criteria
Minimum 16 years of education in the relevant field of study.
First division in the last degree as per requirement.
Maximum (CGPA 2.0/4 and 2.5/5) and no 3rd division in entire academic career.
Not less than 50% marks in entire academic career.
Not less than 2.0 CGPA and 2.8 CGPA out of 4 and 5 respectively in entire academic career.
Maximum age should be 35 years and relax able to 40 years only for regular employees of the
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Public Sector University/ DAIs and R&D institutions. The age calculated on the closing date of
the application.
Candidates, already availing HEC, University/ DAI, Departmental or any other
Scholarship(s) are not eligible.
Minimum 50% marks in the test to qualify for short listing for the interview.
Awardees must serve in the institution for at-least 5 years after completion of the studies.
NOTE: The basic eligibility criteria may vary as per requirements of the Universities/ DAIs.
Employees of Government, semi-government and autonomous bodies should send the
applications through proper channel accompanied by NOC (Candidates may send the advance
copy of application for NOC request). Final selection made according to the number of
scholarships available, GAT test score, academic record, interview and standard selection
procedure of the Universities/ DAIs
Application Procedure
University itself is responsible to release advertisement(s) under authorization of Higher
Education Commission (HEC).
Inviting and Collecting the Application.
Applications are invited by advertising in the Sunday editions of leading Daily National
Newspapers. The advertisement also required to be released on NTS web-site by providing the
downloadable version of application forms. There is specific closing date for receiving of
applications. It is required to send the duly filled and signed application form along with
supporting documents. National Testing Service (NTS) score / GRE International as per
university rules are mandatory for the initial selection procedure.
Scrutiny of Applications
All applications will be scrutinized as per HEC checklist, basic eligibility criteria and specific
criteria provided in the application form by the Universities/ DAIs.
GRE International / GMAT Scores
The universities /institutes on their own discretion may entertain the candidature of such
applicants who have valid International GRE/ IELTS/ TOEFL scores in lieu of nation-wide
NTS/GAT score for the above-mentioned scholarship program.
NOC (for Govt., Semi-Govt. and Autonomous Bodies Employees)
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If NOC from the organization in limited time is difficult to obtain than advance copy of NOC
entertained to sit in the test to facilitate the candidates.
Selection Committee
As per decision taken in the 2nd meeting of “Faculty Development Program (FDP) scholarship
for PhD studies abroad” held on November 08, 2006 at HEC, it is required to keep the HEC
expert/ representative involved in the selection process. It is also advised to send the list of short
listed candidates for interviews, the total number of slots available in PC-1 and the total number
of selected candidates.
Admission Process
It is required to initiate necessary process as per university selection procedure for scholarship
abroad by university itself and subsequently for faculty positions; their cases may be processed
for admission in foreign universities as per requirement of respective PC-1 of the universities.
B -Identifying of Universities, Where Tuition Fee is Cheaper
Numerous development projects have been approved by the Government of Pakistan that
includes a faculty development component. Under this programme Ph.D. scholars were support
to be sent to lower tuition fee paying countries such as France and Germany so that they may
obtain a high quality education with minimum expenditure. It has been observed in general
universities are sending majority of their scholars to English speaking countries, consequently
huge expenditures incurred on sending these scholars abroad resulting in less numbers of scholar
are being sent for studies. In order to facilitate universities to send scholars to advanced lower
tuition feecountries.
C- Faculty Development Program (LeavePolicy)
This is in regard of the policy for leave allocation for scholarship schemes. Higher Education
Commission (HEC) has implemented the policy for all HEC scholars under Overseas
Scholarships Scheme. The policy Guidelines are as follow:
1) Scholars can avail one month leave in a year, and during that period scholar will be
entitled for full stipend as per HEC approvedrates.
2) If scholars takes more than one month leave then indigenous rate should be followed
(PKR 13, 000 per Month) for the period above onemonth.
3) If scholars stay on leave more than one month, it must be approved by his/her Supervisor
and scholar should inform his/her parentinstitution/university.
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4) University cannot deduct stipend funds, if scholar goes for international conference for
week ormore.
5) The scholars may visit Pakistan or any other country for research. The scholar proceeding for
research outside the country of study shall be required to get approval from HEI’s prior to
departure. For this purpose, a certificate/approval by scholar’s adviser or university shall be
submitted along with the request for prior permission to visit Pakistan or any other country for
research purpose, mentioning the details of requirement of the research in this regard. The
stipend at foreign rate shall be paid for three months during the research period in Pakistan,
while for the period over and above 3 months; stipend shall be paid equivalent to Indigenous
PhD scholarships. For research in a foreign country, the payment of stipend shall not be
affected.
D- Overseas Stipend Rate (CountryWise)
In order to process application of uniform stipend rate across all the other HEC sponsored
approved projects, the revised Stipend Rates is solicited in the form of an understanding that the
total cost of the project will not be enhanced due to increase in the monthly stipend of the
scholars studying abroad and the additional funds required will be adjusted through internal reappropriation or reducing the number of scholarships.
Sr. #

Country Name

Stipend

Currency Used

1.

USA

1200

US Dollar

2.

United Kingdom

750

GB Pound

3.

Australia

1600

Australian Dollar

4.

Canada

1600 equivalent US$ 1200

Canadian Dollar

5.

China

800

US Dollar

6.

France

900

Euro

7.

Korea

700 for Masters Level, 700 for Ph.D.
Level

US Dollar

8.

Thailand

500 for Masters Level, 600 for Ph.D.
Level

US Dollar

9.

Italy

900

Euro

10.

Netherlands

975

Euro

11.

Sweden

900

Euro

12.

Norway

975

Euro
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13.

New Zealand

(1750 Masse Univ., 1733 Okland Univ.

N. Zealand Doller

14.

Germany

975

Euro

15.

Austria

975

Euro

E- Change of University/Country duringStudies
a. Eligibility Criteria for change ofCountry:
The request will be entertained for change of country on the following terms and
conditions:
1. That the scholar has completed Masters / P.G.D. in regular period (duration prescribed in
the MoU). The repeated Masters or taking additional time to complete Masters will not
be entertained. The scholar will have to provide Master’s degree /transcript.
2. That the scholar will provide documentary evidence that he/she could not get admission
in Ph.D. after successful completion of Masters from country for which scholarship has
been awarded. Proofs must reach HEC within two months after completion ofMasters.
3.

The endorsement of the partner agency/university concerned to the effect that admission
in Ph.D. was not possible in thatcountry.

4.

PMU after proper evaluation of the documentary proofs will ask the scholar to provide
acceptanceletter.

All such cases whose scholarship has been cancelled as per approved SOPs i.e. who could
not secure admission in Ph.D. program after successful completion of Master program, will
also be eligible subject to fulfillment of the relevantclauses/criteria.
b. Acceptanceletter:
The eligible applicants will be asked to provide acceptance letter from supervisor of the new
university of preferred country within two months. The acceptance letter along with supporting
documents should explicitly state the following:
1. The medium of instruction is English (in case of any other language no extra time and
cost will be borne byHEC).
2. The duration of studies or exact date of start and end ofstudies.
3. The same field of studies / continuity of Mastersstudies
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4. The cost (tuition feeetc.).
5. The admission should be in direct Ph.D. program (not a course leading to Ph.D.
program).
In case of failure to provide the above mentioned documents, scholar will not be allowed to
change country and scholarship will be cancelled as per approved SOPs.
c. Deciding Parameters (Tuition fee and Ph.D.duration)
After fulfilling the criteria, the decision will be made on the basis of duration and cost
comparison in present and transferred country as under:
I. The duration of studies in transferred country should not be more than the previous
country’s approved time limit for doctoral studiesand
II. The cost of studies (tuition fee) should not > the previous country’s tuition feelimit.
III. The change of country will be approved by the Scholarship SelectionCommittee.
d. TORs for Change ofCountry:
HEC will allow change of country with the following terms and conditions:
a. The scholar will have to join ensuing academic session within maximum 10 months. In this
regards he / she will provide formal admission letter in the new approved host country/
university, valid visa copy and joiningreport.
b. If scholar fails to provide proper admission letter or valid visa or due to any reason fails to
join session, his / her scholarship will be cancelled as per approvedSoPs.
c. No charges will be borne by HEC for duration in which scholar will be in phase of searching
Ph.D. position and no air fare will be paid to scholar to proceed to newcountry.
d. The previous final award letter will be withdrawn and new Final award letter will be issued
by HEC to scholar as per rules prevailing in new country for already existing HECscholars.
e. The scholar will have to submit undertaking on stamp paper and give acceptance to HEC for
followingpoints:
i. The acceptance of new final award letter as per terms &conditions.
ii. The acceptance of change ofcountry.
iii. Undertaking that previously signed Deed of Agreement with HEC will be valid fornew
country.
iv. The scholar will seek HEC permission before joining the host institute in the newcountry.
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f.

Scholar will seek consent of Scholarship Selection Committee before joining thenew
university/country.

F- Standard Operating Procedures forDefaulters
A student may not be able to complete his/her PhD studies under an HEC scholarship due to a
number of reasons. The cases of scholars that either willfully do not complete studies or do not
pay the penalty imposed on them or simply disappear and do not return to work in Pakistan. In
such circumstances the following procedure shall be followed:
In any situation where HEC is of the view that the scholar is liable to default, documentary proof
will be obtained from the HEC Partner agency/ Institute/ Scholar/Supervisor by the Project
Director concerned.
A)

Incomplete termination ofStudies:
Categorization of scholars unable to obtain Ph.D. degree:

1) Due to the circumstances beyond the control of thescholar:
The scholar may be given one chance for personal hearing before the Sub-Committee
(NSMC) and for final review appeal before theNSMC.
The Sub-Committee may evaluate the case facts on the basis of genuine / authenticated
documentary proofs and would give its specific recommendation to NSMC, regarding
waiver, recovery, additional penalty up to 25%, or transfer in to Indigenous Ph.D. as
deemed fitetc.
2)

Poor Performance of scholars who desire to complete the degree but are unable/not
capable of doingso:

i.

MS not-Completed (MS leading toPhD):
•

Scholarship will be cancelled by the Executive Director, HEC/ Chairman,NSMC.

•

Expenses incurred on the scholar plus penalty may be recovered as decided by the
NSMC.

ii.

MS Completed (but could not be enrolled inPhD):
•

Scholarship will be cancelled by the Executive Director, HEC/ Chairman,NSMC.

•

Scholar shall serve for a period of 3 years inPakistan.

iii.

MS Completed (enrolled in PhD but could notcomplete):
•

Scholarship will be cancelled by the Executive Director, HEC/ Chairman,NSMC.
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•

Expenses incurred on the scholar during PhD studies only may be recovered as decided
by the NSMCSub-Committee.

•
iv.

Scholar shall serve for a period of 3 years inPakistan.
PhD not Completed (direct admission in PhDprogram):

•

Scholarship will be cancelled by the Executive Director, HEC/ Chairman,NSMC.

•

Expenses incurred on the scholar plus penalty during PhD studies may be recovered as
decided by theNSMC.

3)

Poor performance due to MedicalGrounds:

i.

For Overseas Scholars – Scholar and Partner Agency shall provide the Medical
Certificate from foreign medicalexpert.

ii.

For Indigenous Scholars – Certificate of local Medical Board constituted for the purpose
will berequired.

iii.

Scholarship will be cancelled by the Executive Director, HEC/ Chairman,NSMC.

iv.

No recovery offunds.

B)

Breach ofAgreement:
The scholar may be held for the breach of agreement, if falls in any of the following

states:
i. Willful withdrawal from course ofstudy.
ii.

Scholar not responding during the studyperiod.

iii.

MS completed but refusing to seek PhDadmission.

iv.

PhD completed but not returning toPakistan.

v.

Scholar quits the scholarship program during thestudies.

vi.

After completion of degree program, scholar refuses to serve for thebond-period.

vii.

Availing dualscholarship.

viii.

During studies, scholar takes study-break or interruption without approval of the
HEC and discontinuousstudies.

ix.

During studies joins parent organization without approval of theHEC

x.

Indigenous scholar proceeds overseas without HECapproval.
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After scholar in breach of agreement category, the following steps will be taken by HEC:
•

Scholarship shall be cancelled by the Executive Director, HEC/ Chairman,NSMC.

•

Expenses incurred on the scholar plus a penalty up to 25% may be recovered from the
scholar.

a. An official letter will be sent to the scholar/supervisor, Pakistan Embassy/ High
Commission in the host country, international office of the university, scholar’s parents,
guarantor and the surety informing them about the state of breach. In case of nonresponse/ non-compliance by the scholar or his/her guarantor, within next fifteen days of
issue of letter, maximum two reminders will be sent consecutively with seven days
deadline.
b.

In case of non-compliance within next thirty days of issuance of the above letters and
reminders, a formal legal notice will be served by the Law Officer of HEC with the
approval of Executive Director, HEC or hisnominee.

c.

In case there is no response/ non-compliance to the legal notice within the next fifteen
days, the following actions will betaken:

i. The scholar will be declared a having committed breach of the agreement and his/her name
and picture shall be placed on the HECwebsite.
ii. The case of the scholar will be officially transferred to the Law Officer ofHEC.
iii. Formal legal proceedings will be started against the scholar in the court of law with the
approval of Executive Director or hisnominee.
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Annex-XXXVI

FOREIGN FACULTY HIRING PROGRAM
LONG TERM PROGRAMME
EligibilityCriteria:
Minimum 5 year Post Doctorate Experience of working abroad in a reputable academic and/or
research & development institution.
•

The applicant may be a foreign national or an expatriate Pakistani who is permanently settled
abroad and also maintaining his position in parent institutionabroad.

•

Faculty members hired under this program are expected to have excellent verbal and
writtenskills.

•

Special waiver of PhD Degree shall be granted to the applicants belonging to clinical medical
sciences disciplines, who hold terminal degree of FRCP, FRCS (UK) or Diplomat American
Board and the same applies to Professionals of Fine Arts, Theatre Practice, Law, Architecture,
with the condition that the prospective candidates must have served as faculty members in a
recognized ForeignUniversity.

•

No Objection Certificate (NOC) will be required from those who had served under
governmentinstitutions/organizations.

•

In addition to that those who are on ex-Pakistan leave from their parent institution are not
eligible for the saidprogram
Additional Criterion
Extensively involved in research and has at least 2 publications (Preferably with impact factor)
in last five year in refereed journals. To attract foreign faculty members, a comprehensive
package has been announced in addition to the various mechanisms already available for
procuring research grants, research infrastructure and such other benefits from theHEC.
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Qualifications

Minimum Post Ph.D.
Teaching &/or
Research Experience

Foreign Professor FP-I

PhD

12 years

PAK Rs.181,000 -253,750

Foreign Professor FP-II

PhD

08 years

PAK Rs.118,750 -201,750

Foreign Professor FP-III

PhD

05 years

PAK Rs. 72,250 -129,250

Category

Salary Range

The consolidated salary package for a foreign faculty hired under this program ranges from Pak
Rs 80,000 to Pak Rs. 245, 000 per month. PLEASE NOTE:
•

The designated slots for hiring in “Chemistry” discipline have been filled under FFHP;
therefore applicants related to the field of chemistry are requested to apply only if they
hold exceptional research expertise to new research methodologies/techniques infield.

•

Applications routed through the Higher Education Institutes will be preferred due to
limited available funds and restricted number of remaining slots underFFHP.

•

Applicants less than 60 years of age will bepreferred.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

SN TERM
1 Teaching Load

2 Research Load

CONDITION / DUTIES
Minimum 2 course (3 credit hours per semester) or maximum up
to 3 Courses (6 credit hours per semester)
To carry out research in their area of expertise / as per
requirement of the host institution.

3 Publication / Papers

At least Two refereed research paper per year

4 Supervisor

Supervise the Graduate students of Masters and Doctorate level

5 Evaluation / Progress Report.

A quarterly performance report shall be sent to HEC on a
Progress Report Performa
Extension of Contract will be initiated by host Institutionbased

6 Extension of Contract

on further requirement of Foreign Professor with the consent
of ForeignProfessor
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Leave entitlement
7 Casual / Annual

8

4 Weeks / Year

Medical Leave

15 Days

Medical Facility

HEC-through Medical Insurance on payment of monthly

(Insurance etc.)

premium as per health insurance policy.

9 Other perks / facilities

Pick & drop may be provided through central transport system
of host institution, if deemed necessary / availability of transport

Assignment to R & D work /
10 consultancy on projects in other

TA / DA admissible as per parent institution’s rules

locations/
Utilization as temporary visiting
11 faculty to other organizations /
institutions
12 Right of private practice
13 Project / R & D

14

Status / seniority of Foreign
Professor

15 Non-performance of specific duty

On mutual / exchange program (of parent institution and / or
host institution)
Subject to approval of the host institution
To acquire projects from outside – agencies (local / abroad)
profit sharing as per host institution approved formula
As per HEC policy
Monetary penalty (to the extent of partial / full day salary)
Penalty for habitual absence without leave
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Annex-XXXVII

FOREIGN FACULTY HIRING PROGRAM
SHORT TERMS FOREIGN FACULTY HIRING PROGRAMME
Terms of References
Short term hiring program is initiated by Higher Education Commission Islamabad to induct
highly qualified research scientists and scholars to provide quality education to the students of
Bachelors, Masters and Ph.D. Programs and to enhance R&D activities in the Universities /
Degree Awarding Institutions and affiliated institutions with HEC recognized Educational
Institutions.
Activities
•

To establish a long term research collaboration between Pakistani and foreignuniversities

•

To assist establishing research centers in variousdisciplines

•

Provide training to the facultymembers

•

Guidance to graduate students (PhD, M.Phil, MS) in theirresearch

•

Conducting workshops and seminars on cutting edgetechnologies

•

Teach Advance courses at graduatelevels

Eligibility Criteria for Selection of Visiting Foreign Professor:
•

Applicant must hold PhD degree in the relevant field from HEC recognized universities/
institutes.

•

Applicant must commit to come for at least one semester (i.e.3 to 4 ½ months) which will
be extendable to another semester only upon the consent of HEC and hostinstitution.

•

Applications will be facilitated in all disciplines; from any nationality except from Indian
or Israelnationality.

•

Applicant must hold job/ teaching position in foreign institution/ university/ organization
and at least two year Post-doctorate foreignexperience.
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•

Applicant must have good academic and publicationrecord.
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•

Applicant is expected to have excellent verbal and written English languageskills.

•

Special waiver of PhD degree to the applicants belonging to clinical medical sciences
(who hold terminal degree of MRCP, FRCS (UK)or Diplomat American Board), Fine
Arts, Architecture, Law & Theatre and Arts disciplines with condition that the
perspective candidates must have served as a faculty member in a recognized Foreign
University or worked at reputable organization for at least for three (03)years.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Academic Responsibilities:
Teaching of one complete course of minimum three (3) credit hours.
To help in enhancing research, providing advanced trainings to the faculty members as
well as to students.
Co-Supervision and guidance to students of PhD, M.Phil., MS in their research and other
academic work.
Organize and conduct workshops and seminars on cutting edge technologies.
Duration of Visit:
Scholar/Researcher is required to serve for at least one semester (i.e. 3 to 4 ½ months) which will
be extendable to another semester with the consent of HEC and host institution.
Benefits
The position carries a handsome pay and benefit package which ranges

from

Rs.100,000/- to Rs.200,000 based upon credentials and other professional exposure; with
addition, one economy class return air ticket (maximum limit of Rs.120,000/-) and daily
allowance of Rs.850.
Fields:
Program is opened for all disciplines.
Contact:
Project Director,
Short Term Foreign Faculty Hiring Program
Higher Education Commission
HRD Division, Sector H-8/4, Islamabad 44790
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Annex-XXXVIII
UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE, FAISALABAD
OFFICE OF RESEARCH INNOVATION & COMMERCIALIZATION
No.---/ORIC
Dated:----All Dean’s/ Directors/Chairpersons of the Teaching Departments, Lahore
Garrison University, Lahore

Subject:

Policy Guidelines for Submission of ResearchPublications
As per decisions of the Dean’s Committee held on ------, the following policy

guidelines have been devised for submission of research publication by the faculty members.
•

All faculty members at home and abroad may be directed to show affiliation to LGU in
their publications.

•

No research publication (Research Paper, Book or Book Chapter, Technical Report Lab.
Manual, Monograph, Articles, Abstracts, Proceedings, Paper presented in conferences
and oral presentations etc.) will not be credited to faculty members unless it is registered
at ORIC with a specified number.

•

The ORIC will scrutinize the research manuscript to verify at least two citations of LGU
journals, particularly journal of agricultural sciences(JAS).

•

Office of Research, Innovation and Commercialization (ORIC) has started issuing
publication registration number w.e.f. ------ at the email; oric.database@lgu.edu.pk.
Kindly send your manuscript at the given email and get the response (publication
registration number) on the same day.
(PROF. DR. SHAHID
RAZA)
Director, ORIC

Copy to:

1. Principal Officer, PRP for circulation in the upcoming issue of CampusNews.
2. Registrar, LGU forinformation
3. Secretary to ViceChancellor
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